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Abstract 

 

This project explores how the practice of two or more Christian congregations sharing a single 

facility impacts the participating congregations’ understanding of mission and ministry. How has 

the sharing experience, perhaps in surprising ways, affected the faith journeys of the 

congregations involved in facility-sharing?  Through interviews, pastors and lay leaders of 

congregations involved in facility-sharing outline mission priorities of the participating 

congregations before and after beginning facility-sharing.  Other data, such as details of 

preliminary agreements, interaction between/among groups, shared events and/or outreach, as 

well as financial benefits and liabilities for congregations sharing a facility, are collected and 

analyzed with an eye toward how this information reflects mission priorities and shifts in 

understanding of mission and ministry. This study is a qualitative accounting of congregations 

involved in facility-sharing in the region of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, based on a compilation of 

stories about their current experiences with facility-sharing. 
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

Two or more congregations often share a single church facility. The primary focus of this study 

is on how facility-sharing impacts the participating congregations’ understanding of mission and 

ministry. How has the sharing experience, perhaps in surprising ways, affected the faith journeys 

of the congregations involved in facility-sharing?  In the interviews conducted for this study, 

pastors and lay leaders of congregations involved in facility-sharing outline mission priorities of 

the participating congregations before and after beginning facility-sharing.  Other data, such as 

details of preliminary agreements, interaction between/among groups, shared events and/or 

outreach, as well as financial benefits and liabilities for congregations sharing a facility, are also 

collected and analyzed with an eye toward how this information reflects certain mission 

priorities or shifts in understanding of mission and ministry.  While not a quantitative accounting 

of congregations involved in facility-sharing, this study does examine a compilation of 

qualitative stories about current facility-sharing experiences, especially those that reflect how 

congregations’ mission and ministry change as a result of facility-sharing. 

The Literature about Shared Church Facilities: Present and Past 

Churches often open their doors to outside groups.  Neighborhood programs such as 

preschools, food banks, Scout troops, and AA groups commonly meet in church buildings.  Paul 

Numrich observes that this practice has recently become more widespread: 

Space-sharing by congregations has become common in the United States 

in recent years.  Consider these facts: 
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Half of the responding congregations in a large national study indicated that they 

share their buildings with at least one outside group, program, or event.  These 

include other congregations, community groups, and social service agencies.1 

In addition to secular organizations, Numrich includes “other congregations” among the groups 

sharing space in church buildings.   

Sharing facilities, however, is not a recent innovation.  In his article, “The Union Church: 

A Case of Lutheran and Reformed Cooperation,” Horace Sills outlines the economic and 

political hardship following the Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648) that led German Lutheran and 

Reformed groups to share buildings.2  “These were the first union churches, although in most 

cases no formal written agreements were executed. Such arrangements were called 

Simultankirchen, and they opened the way for further development in America.”3 For early 

German immigrants with scarce resources, a common language, and a history of sharing worship 

space, Union Churches became a logical and practical arrangement.  In Pennsylvania, some 

historic Union Churches continue today as long-term examples of congregations in the Lutheran 

and Reformed traditions sharing a building.4   

Today, well-established congregations of many heritages, usually worshiping in English, 

are opening their doors to serve immigrant populations with different languages and cultures. 

“Many immigrant congregations use space in established churches.  For instance, the majority of 

 
1
 Paul D. Numrich, “Who Shares Space?,” Methodist Theological School in Ohio, accessed April 18, 2020, 

https://www.mtso.edu/academics/faculty/ongoing-faculty-projects/space-sharing-by-congregations/who-shares-

space/. 

 
2
 Horace S. Sills, “The Union Church: A Case of Lutheran and Reformed Cooperation,” United Church of Christ, 

accessed May 21, 2019, http://www.ucc.org/about-us_hidden-histories-2_the-union-church-a-case-of. 

 
3
 Sills. 

 
4
 Sills. 
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Korean Christian congregations in the US worship in non-Korean churches.”5 Some churches 

open their buildings to groups practicing other faiths. 

A 2003 article in the New York Times, “Sharing Space, Saving Identity for Three Faiths,” 

outlines the story of a Protestant congregation, a Reform synagogue, and a Muslim Reformed 

organization taking turns meeting in the Cutchogue Presbyterian Church on Long Island.  In 

Nebraska, a relationship that began with a synagogue and a mosque sharing a parking lot 

blossomed into what is now called the Tri-Faith Initiative.  With their most recent Christian 

partner, a United Church of Christ congregation, the Tri-Faith Initiative is in the process of 

creating “a shared campus for all three Abrahamic faiths.”6 

Jessica Schroeder also sees the practice of diverse religious groups engaging in facility-

sharing as continuing to increase: 

According to a recent Barna study of multi-site and planting churches, 18 

percent of the pastors surveyed reported sharing a facility and resources 

with another church.  That number is likely to keep growing as 

congregations of various traditions, ages, and cultures decide to share 

space with one another.7 

In order to emphasize mission and ministry in the Christian tradition, the focus in this study is 

limited to Christian congregations involved in facility-sharing.  The main questions raised: Are 

there particular benefits when a Christian congregation shares its facility with another 

congregation beyond income for the hosts and safe space for the guests?   Does interaction with a 

 
5
 Numrich, “Who Shares Space?” 

 
6
 Dawn Araujo-Hawkins, “Welcome to America’s Middle East,” Sojourners, May 2, 2016, accessed April 23, 2020. 

https://sojo.net/magazine/june-2016/welcome-americas-middle-east. 

 
7
Jessica J. Schroeder, “Two Churches, One Roof,” Christianity Today, accessed May 22, 2019, 

https://www.christianitytoday.com/pastors/2018/fall-state-of-church-ministry/two-churches-one-roof.html.  Barna 

Group is a research and resource company located in Ventura, California. Founded in 1984, the firm is considered to 

be a leading research organization focused on the intersection of faith and culture.  For more information see 

https://www.barna.com/about/, accessed April 27, 2020. 

 

https://www.barna.com/about/
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different Christian congregation in the same facility influence theological and ecclesial 

understandings of both the guest and host congregations? Can new space-sharing partners make 

new and meaningful connections with their local community?         

Local Church Websites 

 Online searches reveal many websites of congregations involved in facility-sharing.  One 

example is Madison Christian Community, an ecumenical partnership of Advent Lutheran 

Church, ELCA, and Community of Hope, UCC, located in Madison, Wisconsin.  The website 

contains documents that trace the history of this partnership.8  Below is an excerpt from 

Transplanted for Mission: A History of Advent Lutheran Church 1960-2010:  

In 1967 a large number of Madison Protestant and Catholic churches … 

sent representatives to discuss greater cooperation among and between 

themselves. As the talk turned to denominations sharing facilities, most 

participants fled or were yanked out of the deliberations by their 

judicatories. Only Advent Lutheran and the UCC continued the 

conversation. The Madison Christian Community is the result. A core of 

Advent people had come to believe that unless we had something unique 

to offer on Madison’s west side, “just another Lutheran church” was not 

going to thrive at the corner of Sheboygan and Eau Claire avenues. Four 

concepts formed the basis of the new community, which Advent (an 

already existing congregation) and Hope (a new UCC mission) launched: 

1. Show the world that by sharing facilities and resources the 

congregations could achieve greater economy and thus free up dollars for 

mission. 2. Show the world that Christian denominations can get along, 

can grow in understanding of each other and can present a common 

Christian witness. 3. Show the world that it is possible to enjoy the 

benefits of cooperation without the loss of autonomy in worship, 

preparation for membership or use of the sacraments. 4. Show the world 

that we welcome the opportunity for new expressions and new forms of 

ministry to adapt to changing needs.9  

 
8
 Madison Christian Community, “Madison Christian Community: Community of Hope, UCC & Advent Lutheran 

Church, ELCA,” accessed January 14, 2020, https://www.madisonchristiancommunity.org/default.aspx. 

 
9
 Hildy McGown, “Transplanted for Mission: A History of Advent Lutheran Church 1960-2010,” accessed January 

14, 2020, https://www.madisonchristiancommunity.org/PDF/Advent_History.pdf. 
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A current example of the shared ministry at Madison Christian Community is reported on 

their Outreach Mission Links page.  Over ten links are posted, including Habitat for Humanity 

and the ELCA Malaria campaign.   

Serving our community through our community partners is a vital 

component of our shared ministry at Madison Christian Community.  

Throughout the year, members of both congregations engage in ministry 

with these organizations through financial contributions and volunteer 

service.”10 

Another example of facility-sharing is SpringHouse Ministry Center.11  SpringHouse is a 

partnership of First Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), Salem English Lutheran Church, 

ELCA, and Lyndale United Church of Christ located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, in a renovated 

facility, which had been Salem’s building.   “A Ministry Covenant written by the three churches 

guides [their] life together and each congregation owns a third of the land and the facility.”  The 

facility includes “three flexible worship spaces as well as an education space (Sunday School 

is shared), a commercial kitchen, offices, and community rooms. The three congregations 

rotate among the three worship spaces.”12 

The Center describes itself in the following words: 

SpringHouse Ministry Center is a new way to be church in the 21st century.  It is 

a way in which congregations can become more environmentally & financial[ly] 

stable, allowing them to be free to do God’s mission in new ways.  Spring House 

is also a space where the wider community can meet, renew, grow and work for 

wholeness. We are a partnership of three local congregations: First Christian 

Church (Disciples of Christ),  Salem English Lutheran Church and Lyndale 

 
 
10

 “SpringHouse Ministry Center,” SpringHouse Ministry Center, accessed March 31, 2020, 

http://www.springhousemn.org/. 

 
11

 “SpringHouse Ministry Center.” 

 
12

 “How It Came to Be,” SpringHouse Ministry Center (blog), August 7, 2013, http://www.springhousemn.org/how-

it-came-to-be/. 

 

http://fccminneapolis.org/
http://fccminneapolis.org/
http://discoversalem.org/
http://www.lyndaleucc.org/
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United Church of Christ. Each congregation worships in its own way and together 

we share common ministries such as education and mission.13 

  

 Local church websites provide general information about congregations involved in 

facility-sharing at one particular site.  These websites, however, generally do not provide 

comparable mission-oriented stories, which is a focus of this study.  But these local church 

websites sometimes do include detailed histories of the individual congregations that outline 

their journey to the current facility-sharing arrangement.  Because the purpose of these websites 

is mainly to promote the congregations, detailed information about the challenges brought about 

by facility-sharing usually are not documented.  Nevertheless, the sharing-related difficulties 

faced by congregations likely do impact the trajectory of their journey in mission, which often 

can be inferred from the website content. 

Articles/Case Studies 

In contrast to local church websites, some of the printed and online articles and case 

studies provide comparisons of multiple sites at which congregations participate in facility-

sharing.  The articles and case studies often include information about the details of the sharing-

agreements and direct quotes from leaders and members of congregations involved in facility-

sharing.   

One such article, “Two Congregations Say ‘Win-Win’ with Shared Church Building,” 

tells the story of Methodist and Episcopal congregations involved in facility-sharing.  Christ 

Church Episcopal opened its doors to the United Methodist congregation in 2015, when the 

Methodists were forced to sell their building due to costly roof repairs, which the congregation 

 
13

 “SpringHouse Ministry Center.” 

 

http://www.lyndaleucc.org/
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could not afford to make.14  The congregations hold their own worship services, but attend each 

other’s “community dinners and other celebrations.”15  They also share expenses such as 

“heating, snow plowing, and cleaning services.”16 Two years later, in 2017, the time the article 

was written, the Methodist congregation was in continued discernment about whether or not they 

would stay at Christ Church or look for another space in which to worship. 

An article titled, “Sharing a Building Leads to a Shared Mission for an AME Church and 

a Latino Congregation,” chronicles how Iglesia Evangelica Horeb Assembly de Dios came to 

share space in Turner Memorial AME’s building in Hyattsville, Maryland.   

“I think it is such a great experience,” said Joan Goodluck, a Turner 

Memorial member originally from Guyana who identifies as black, “I am 

seeing God’s work being revealed, because he wants the nations of the 

world to come together.”17 

The congregations not only share the facility, but twice a month the pastors preach at each 

other’s services with language interpretation. 

Another study samples multiple sites and examines intentional ministry in the 

congregations’ communities: Shared Church Facilities: A Study of Three Anglo-Ethnic 

Arrangements.  Martha Jean Mugg Bailey tells the stories of three English-speaking churches 

opening their doors to congregations who worship in other languages, including Spanish, 

 
14

 Tom Rivers, “Two Congregations Say ‘Win-Win’ with Shared Church Building,” accessed April 17, 2020, 

https://orleanshub.com/2-congregations-say-win-win-with-shared-church-building/. 

 
15

 Rivers. 

 
16

 Rivers. 

 
17

 “Sharing a Building Leads to a Shared Mission for an AME Church and a Latino Congregation,” Faith & 

Leadership: A Learning Resource for Christian Leaders and Their Institutions from Leadership Education at Duke 

University, accessed April 18, 2020, https://faithandleadership.com/sharing-building-leads-shared-mission-ame-

church-and-latino-congregation. 
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Korean, and Mandarin.  She outlines the history of facility-sharing at each site.  The 

congregations share more than the building.  In each case study, the congregations have 

developed shared ministries, such as Vacation Bible School, shared worship services, and 

fellowship meals.   

Best Practices Articles 

There is, moreover, literature on congregations involved in facility-sharing that focuses 

on best practices.  One example is “Opening up God’s House: Five Dos and Five Don’ts for 

Sharing Church Spaces” by Donna Schaper.  She relates her experience at Judson Memorial 

Church (jointly affiliated, American Baptist and United Church of Christ) in Manhattan.  Three 

additional congregations and a variety of other groups, including a dance company, meet in 

Judson’s building.  Not everyone pays rent.  “A space-use policy was devised a decade ago to 

manage our large building and to obtain income for its care—while being able to continue 

offering free use of the building as well.”18   Schaper encourages a team approach when entering 

into facility-sharing; both the building committee and the pastoral staff should be actively 

involved in the process.  She also recommends reaching out to other local congregations that 

may be considering sharing their facilities.  Together, a number of local congregations “might be 

able to hire and coordinate the resources [they] need to make smart, future-oriented, 

demographically-based decisions.”19 

 
18

 Donna Schaper, “Opening up God’s House: Five Dos and Five Don’ts for Sharing Church Spaces,” The Christian 

Century 135, no. 9 (April 25, 2018): 10. 

 
19

 Schaper, 11. 
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In “Sharing God’s House,” Edward Rivera-Santiago offers a list of questions to consider 

when entering into a space-sharing arrangement and a sample “Facilities Use Agreement.”20 

Some questions cover logistics, such as scheduling the times when the groups will use the 

facility and establishing financial arrangements.21  One pointed question explores cultural and 

theological differences.  Rivera-Santiago cautions,  

When we talk about sharing space, we need to understand that the building 

is God’s house and that it should be open for people to praise God, 

regardless of their race or culture.  However, the reality is that some host 

church members believe that the church building belongs to them rather 

than God.22 

He lifts up the necessity for communication, respect, and “acceptance of differences” among 

congregations involved in facility-sharing. 

Jessica Schroeder addresses the challenges of problematic sharing situations, such as 

arise among established and newer congregational groups, in “Two Churches, One Roof: Can 

Congregations Share Space without Butting Heads?”  In a section titled “Old Dogs and Young 

Pups,” she advises, “Any shrinking congregation hoping to supplement their giving with rent 

from a smaller growing church should be aware that contrasting fruitfulness may fuel jealousy 

among church members.”23  However, she does add a hopeful note, “But this dynamic can also 

lead a stagnant host church out of complacency.”24  

 
20

 Edward Rivera-Santiago, “Sharing God’s House,” The Congregational Resource Guide, accessed May 21, 2019, 

https://thecrg.org/resources/sharing-god-s-house. 

 
21

 Rivera-Santiago. 

 
22

 Rivera-Santiago. 

 
23

 Schroeder, “Two Churches, One Roof.” 

 
24

 Schroeder. 
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Ralph Curtin offers counsel on the practice of facility-sharing in the context of a detailed 

study of his congregation’s experience cohabitating with two other congregations.  While he 

served at North Pompano Baptist Church in Florida, the congregation shared the facility with 

Brazilian and Haitian congregations.  Whereas the worshiping communities differed culturally, 

they shared a common Baptist theology.  Curtin writes, “Doctrinal differences can lead to 

disunity.  This is why, in my experience, when sharing your church building, the host must insist 

that the guest be of the same denomination.”25  This is interesting, because cases cited above 

demonstrate successful longer-term facility-sharing in which different theologies and 

denominational affiliations are involved, such as Madison Christian Community and Spring 

House.   

A broad study of best practices includes more than ten case studies of a variety of 

religious communities involved in space-sharing.  “Space-Sharing by Religious Groups” by 

Numrich, an interfaith study, includes “Roman Catholic parishes, Jewish synagogues, Muslim 

mosques, and Hindu temples.”26  Numrich’s central question is “What makes for effective 

management of the common space, that is, a relatively conflict-free space-sharing agreement?”27  

He draws on “insights from commons management research” to evaluate the effectiveness of 

space-sharing agreements.28   

 
25

 Ralph D. Curtin, Sharing Your Church Building: A Must Read for Any Church Leader Considering a Church-

Sharing Arrangement (Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 2006), 23. 

 
26

 Paul D. Numrich, “Space-Sharing by Religious Groups,” Practical Matters Journal, no. 9 (Spring 2016): 1. 

 
27

 Numrich, 2. 

 
28

 Numrich, 1. 
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 Within best practices literature, issues touching on mission and ministry are often raised.  

Schaper tackles stewardship when outlining how Judson is committed to offering some of its 

space rent-free.29 Rivera-Santiago highlights a potential mission-defining issue for congregations 

involved in facility-sharing.  A congregation may say that they are open to a variety of 

expressions of the Christian faith.  However, when that congregation lives with another 

congregation from a different culture, they may really struggle to accept those who do not 

practice the Christian faith in the way they do.30  The congregation may choose to exit facility-

sharing at this point, or the congregation may open up to a deeper sharing experience, working 

through differences with another congregation.  While best practices are not the focus of the 

study, some suggestions are offered in chapter 5, particularly in regard to best practices and 

missional journeys. 

Why Study of Congregations Involved in Facility-Sharing is Timely 

The increase in facility-sharing may be a harbinger of major changes in Christianity.  In 

The Great Emergence: How Christianity Is Changing and Why, Phyllis Tickle outlines times of 

upheaval in the Christian Church occurring every five hundred years.31  She proposes that we are 

in such a time today.  Five hundred years ago, during and shortly following the Reformation in 

Germany, there were instances of congregations sharing a facility due to competing theological 

and political affiliations and economic hardship.  Today, in another period of transition, 

 
29

 Schaper, “Opening up God’s House,” 10. 

 
30

 Rivera-Santiago, “Sharing God’s House.” 

 
31

 Phyllis Tickle, The Great Emergence: How Christianity Is Changing and Why (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 

2008), 19–21. 
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congregations are sharing a facility for both similar and different reasons.  Then and now, easing 

a financial burden motivates congregations to join together in one building.  In the past, those 

facing persecution for their particular religious understandings may have banded together with 

like-minded believers for safety and protection.  Today, a number of congregations are motivated 

to build bridges between groups of different ethnicities and cultures.  Some congregations 

intentionally enter into facility-sharing with a congregation whose faith and practice varies from 

its own.    

Saving on expenses has always been a reason for sharing, but currently many church 

buildings are closing their doors due to drastic declines in membership and financial resources.  

Donna Schaper writes: 

A church is both building and people, bricks and mortals.  First came the 

attendance decline among mortals; a bricks crisis followed.  Now church 

buildings are almost an endangered species.32 

Abandonment of these edifices can mean both the end of a variety of faith and outreach services 

to the community, as well as the challenge of possible blight when the buildings stand vacant for 

an extended period of time.  One way to keep the doors open is for congregations to partner with 

other organizations such as larger non-profits or local community groups.   

There are consulting agencies that seek to keep church buildings open.  Partners for 

Sacred Places (Partners), a non-profit “dedicated to sound stewardship and active community use 

of older sacred places across America,”33 was founded in 1989 to help stem the loss of historic 

church buildings.34  Partners connects potential renter groups to congregations in church 

 
32

 Schaper, “Opening Up God’s House,” 10. 

 
33

 “Partners for Sacred Places,” Partners for Sacred Places, accessed April 18, 2020, https://sacredplaces.org/. 

 
34

 “About Us,” Partners for Sacred Places, accessed April 18, 2020, https://sacredplaces.org/about-us/. 
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buildings, and the rental income provides increased financial resources for the congregations, 

enabling them to maintain their church buildings. Partners attempts to preserve a Christian past 

for the future. 

On the inside of the cover of Alienated America: Why Some Places Thrive While Others 

Collapse by Timothy P. Carney, publisher Harper Collins poses this question, “Should you be 

more worried about a church closing in your town than a factory?”35  Author Carney posits that 

the physical and active presence of religious institutions serve a vital function in the midst of 

communities, an essential part of society functioning in between government programs and 

private agencies.  Does sharing a facility help congregations discover such vital functions? 

In a similar vein, authors Darrin Patrick and Matt Carter raise the question, if the 

congregations where we serve “shut our doors tomorrow, would our cities even know we were 

gone?”36 Sharing a facility often provides a way for congregations to remain open, which can 

benefit the neighborhoods in which they are located.  Are congregations involved with sharing 

aware of this neighborhood benefit? 

In some settings, the predominantly white membership has become a commuter 

congregation, physically and emotionally detached from the surrounding neighborhood.  The 

socioeconomic, racial, and ethnic composition of those still gathering in the building does not 

reflect the demographic of the surrounding neighborhood.  Opening the doors of their building to 

a second congregation whose core membership and leadership is connected to the community 

 
35

 Timothy P. Carney, Alienated America: Why Some Places Thrive While Others Collapse (New York: Harper 

Collins, 2019). 

 
36

 Darrin Patrick, Matt Carter, and Joel Lindsey, For the City: Proclaiming and Living Out the Gospel, Exponential 

Series (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2010), 27. 
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may lead to increased diversity among those who traditionally gather in the building.  Robert 

Jones observes: 

While true multicultural congregations continue to be rare, there are some 

models for change.  Today’s upswing in racial tensions makes the 

emergence of churches that can serve as bridging institutions more 

important than ever.  The data shows that whites’ attitudes on race mostly 

change when they rub shoulders and build close relationships with non-

whites.  With few institutions poised to play this crucial role, America’s 

churches could be a place where a national, substantive conversation 

finally begins.37 

Does sharing help congregations overcome ethnic tensions and alienation from their 

neighborhoods?  Does it help a dying congregation end its life with a sense of having been a 

faithful servant? 

Many of the potential benefits identified above are related to the host congregation, 

which owns the building.  There are also, of course, many benefits for guest congregations.  

Building-sharing can provide a place for the incubation of fledgling church plants and provide a 

location for more established congregations in need of a temporary home.  Such new groups can 

also benefit from diversity and social acceptance in cities where they are too often seen as 

outsiders.  In “Two Churches, One Roof,” Jessica Schroeder writes: 

We live in a cultural milieu where maturing congregations frequently 

consider closing their doors while a surge of young, under-resourced 

church plants are without a set of doors to call their own. The former 

group often under-utilizes their facilities while the latter struggles to find 

affordable space. By partnering together, these two groups are discovering 

that they can meet one another’s needs.38 

Dr. Paul Numrich outlines incentives for space-sharing for both host and guest: 

Benefits to the congregation that owns the space: fulfilling its mission, 

helping to develop its identity, sound stewardship of facilities, 

neighborliness, contributing to the good of the larger community. 

 
37

 Robert P. Jones, The End of White Christian America (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2017), 236. 

 
38

 Schroeder, “Two Churches, One Roof.” 
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Benefits to the group that uses the space: fulfilling its mission, 

networking, enhanced status through affiliating with an established 

congregation.  Such benefits can be especially important for new 

immigrant groups in American communities.39 

 

In addition to issues of economic survival and community service reflected in the 

previous section, facility-sharing can make a contribution to the ecumenical mission of the larger 

Church.  Horace Sills concludes his article on Union Churches with the following words: 

Those who began the Union Church felt that it was enough to agree on 

property, its ownership and its use. How different history might have been 

if they had considered agreements on the mission of the church. National 

denominational leaders who strive for greater ecumenical expression today 

would do well to reconsider history. This ecumenical movement at the 

grassroots level started with all the ingredients it takes to work together in 

harmony. The Union Church had the potential for more than it ever 

achieved; it was just ahead of its time.40 

In a time when large mainline denominations formed by mergers are breaking apart, Christian 

congregations working side by side in a shared facility in local neighborhoods can offer a 

glimpse of the Church Universal.  Individual congregational views of mission and ministry can 

be impacted by life together, while the congregations continue to maintain distinct identities. 

Why a Mission Focus Matters 

Christian churches are losing members. 

The Christian share of the U.S. population is declining … While the drop 

in Christian affiliation is particularly pronounced among young adults, it is 

occurring among Americans of all ages.41  

 
39

 Paul D. Numrich, “Benefits of Space-Sharing,” Methodist Theological School in Ohio, accessed April 18, 2020, 

https://www.mtso.edu/academics/faculty/ongoing-faculty-projects/space-sharing-by-congregations/benefits-of-

space-sharing/. 

 
40

 Sills, “The Union Church.” 
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 “America’s Changing Religious Landscape,” Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public Life Project (blog), May 

12, 2015, https://www.pewforum.org/2015/05/12/americas-changing-religious-landscape/. 
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The decline in congregational membership translates to a reduction in resources of time, 

talent, and treasure.  Clarity about ministry priorities can help direct allocation of precious funds.  

Examining a congregation’s journey in mission, and how that trajectory may have changed due 

to facility-sharing, can help identify current and future ministry priorities.  Other congregations 

may see themselves reflected in case studies of facility-sharing and glean insights about planning 

for their future.   

For example, a new church start may have begun its journey with a vision of one day 

being able to worship its own building.  Ministry priorities of this congregation include 

supporting missionaries in foreign lands and training new pastors.  As the congregation grows 

and continues to meet in another congregation’s building, they observe that they are able to 

allocate more resources to their identified mission priorities while involved in facility-sharing 

than if they owned their own building.  The congregation may adjust the trajectory of their 

journey toward remaining in a facility-sharing arrangement in the future.  

In Search of a Collection of Mission-Oriented Narratives of Christians Involved in Facility-

Sharing 

There are few broader collections of case studies that highlight the impact of facility-

sharing on the missional journeys of congregations.42  I am particularly interested in examining 

how facility-sharing energizes, changes, or otherwise modifies the trajectory of a participating 

Christian congregation’s mission, ministry, and future.  This study examines experiences of 

facility-sharing within a designated geographic area, with no specific denominational or cultural 

 
42 Mugg Bailey presents three case studies in her article, Shared Church Facilities: A Study of Three Anglo-Ethnic 

Arrangements.  Her focus is limited to English-speaking congregations sharing space with those who worship in 

other languages.  In some of the best practices literature, examples from multiple sites are presented.  Schroeder 

includes sites at which congregations worship in different languages and sites where English is the common 

language, but the Christian denomination differs.  Numrich looks at more than ten sites and broadens the parameters 

to interfaith.   
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parameters.  Pastors and lay leaders of congregations who were interviewed tell about their 

journeys in ministry and how those journeys have been impacted by facility-sharing.  In some 

cases, the interviews lasted for an hour, allowing details of congregations’ journey to come into 

sharper focus. 

Entering into the Congregations’ Mission Journeys 

 Three resources provided guidance in crafting interview questions and conducting the 

interviews.  Jacqueline Lewis, in The Power of Stories: A Guide for Leading Multi-racial and 

Multi-cultural Congregations, writes about five leaders of such congregations.  She focuses on 

how the leaders and congregations find ways to tell their stories.  While not a specific facility-

sharing example, one of the pastors profiled serves at a United Methodist congregation that is a 

product of a 1960s merger of congregations.  “A Southern Methodist congregation, a Northern 

Methodist congregation, and a black Methodist church were woven together, they say, into one 

cloth.”43  Reviewing the case studies presented in Lewis’ book encouraged me to give time and 

space within the interviews to allow participants to tell their stories in detail.   

Mark Lau Branson’s Memories, Hopes, and Conversations: Appreciative Inquiry, 

Missional Engagement, and Congregational Change provides an introduction to Appreciative 

Inquiry (AI).  AI is an approach that invites participants into conversational sharing in a positive 

way, focusing on strengths.44  In crafting questions for interviews, AI provides a framework for 

forming questions that encourage more narrative answers, which could provide more insight into 

 
43

 Jacqueline Janette Lewis, The Power of Stories: A Guide for Leading Multiracial and Multicultural 

Congregations, Discoveries (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 2008), 12. 

 
44

 Mark Lau Branson, Memories, Hopes, and Conversations: Appreciative Inquiry, Missional Engagement, and 

Congregational Change, 2nd ed. (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, an Alban Institute Book, 2016), xvii. 
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the participant’s experience of being associated with congregations involved in facility-sharing.  

In a sample script on page 14, Branson offers examples of questions and invitations to share 

about the past, present, and future life of a congregation.  This approach (reflecting on past, 

present, and future), was helpful when crafting interview questions aimed at gleaning 

information specifically about the mission and ministry trajectories of the congregations.  

Participants were asked to comment on the mission and ministry prior to entering into facility-

sharing, currently, and to imagine their congregation’s ministry five and ten years in the future. 

The third and primary resource to specifically glean mission understandings is Cardinal 

Avery Dulles’ Models of the Church.  Dulles presents five major types of churches and the 

theology out of which they operate.45  This provides a framework for looking at different 

congregations involved in sharing a single facility.  It is possible that congregations of different 

denominational affiliations could be operating out of the same type of missional understanding.  

The reverse could also be true.  

Carlus Gupton offers a summary of Dulles’ church models:  

1. Church as Institution emphasizes stability, tradition, and order as God’s 

system for salvation and community on earth and as God’s instrument for 

discovering, maintaining, and mediating truth. 

2. Church as Mystical Communion stresses the role of the Spirit in creating a 

meaningful and spontaneous fellowship. A personal walk with God and the 

enhancement of the relational side of Christian experience is the ultimate goal 

of this model. 

3. Church as Sacrament celebrates the intersection between the human and 

divine. 

4. Church as Herald puts the priority on proclaiming the good news. The 

church is most faithful when there is an abundance of evangelistic efforts. 

 
45

 Avery Dulles, Models of the Church (New York, NY: Image Books, 1987). 
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5. Church as Servant seeks to touch the suffering world at the points of 

greatest need. The church is truest to its calling when it is feeding the hungry, 

clothing the naked, etc.46 

In the interviews with members of the congregations, the interviewee was asked to reflect on 

which model most closely describes their congregation and which category least represents their 

congregation.  The interviewees were also invited to reflect on the mission priorities of the 

congregation(s) with whom they shared the facility.  In some cases, the respondents struggled to 

express their congregation’s vision in missional or theological terms.  The Dulles typology 

helped respondents, both clergy and laity, to name ways their mission and ministry changed as 

the result of facility-sharing, as is shown in subsequent chapters. 

What Sparked My Interest in Shared Facilities 

I currently serve at a congregation involved in sharing its facility with another 

congregation, and that, more than anything else, led me to undertake this study.  Zion Lutheran 

Church in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania has had a long history which has included various forms of 

building-sharing.  At our founding in 1787, we were part of a Union Church with Salem German 

Reformed.  We shared a building that still exists around the corner from our current location.  

Comprised of German immigrants, Salem and Zion shared a common language and culture. By 

1814, we had left the union and moved to our own building.  As the membership grew, our 

congregation not only expanded its facility, but also planted other Lutheran congregations 

throughout Harrisburg.   

 
46

 Carlus Gupton, “Dulles, Models of the Church: Book Summary,” LifeandLeadership.com: Ministry Resources, 

Christian Leadership, Church Leadership, accessed March 31, 2020, http://www.lifeandleadership.com/book-

summaries/dulles-models-of-the-church.html. 
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During the last half century, membership at Zion and at other mainline congregations in 

the city has drastically declined.  As a result, three of Zion’s five daughter congregations have 

closed.  At Zion, the lack of human and financial resources has led to a decline in ministry 

activities, and there is an abundance of underutilized space in the building.   

Zion has also transitioned from a neighborhood to a commuter congregation.  In its early 

history, Zion’s German-speaking members lived in neighborhoods immediately surrounding the 

church building.  As stores, offices, and apartment complexes replaced homes, many members 

moved out of the city into the suburbs.  Zion’s membership became increasingly disconnected 

from the neighborhood around the building. 

Six years ago, Zion began opening its building to other Christian congregations.  Among 

the congregations who have met in the building, two served immigrant populations and one 

worshiped in Spanish and the other in Creole and French.  Currently, an Anglican and an 

independent congregation in the Baptist tradition share Zion Lutheran’s building.  They provide 

some financial contributions, and members of the congregations serve together in joint ministries 

to the neighborhood.  On our own, our individual congregations could not offer these programs. 

Through close interactions with Christians from other traditions, Zion’s understanding of 

mission and ministry has been expanded in ways that might not have been possible other than 

through the sharing of our facility.  We have reconnected with our surrounding neighborhood 

through one-time and ongoing ministries, which are jointly led with the guest congregations, 

including a coffee and shelter ministry on Sunday mornings and a monthly coffee house.  This 

has been both enriching and challenging.  This experience led me to study Christian 

congregations sharing a facility, with focus on the impact of the experience on directions of 

mission and ministry. 
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 Some congregations coming to Zion seeking space have experience with such 

arrangements prior to their coming to Zion’s building.  Their transitions often marked an end to 

some previous ministries and the beginning of others.  Four congregations were with Zion for a 

short time and then moved on.  In some cases, the congregations’ journeys came to an end in 

closure.  In one case, the congregation merged back into the congregation out of which they 

began ten years ago.  This group still jointly leads the coffee house ministry on site at Zion. 

 The time that Zion, as host congregation, and a variety of guest congregations spend 

together in shared space impacts our respective faith journeys of mission and ministry.  In the 

few years in which Zion and I have been involved in facility-sharing, I have observed changes in 

our journey as a congregation.  For example, while Zion’s membership remains predominantly 

white and middle class, there are now events in the building in which those in leadership and 

those attending come from a variety of ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds.  I have heard and 

continue to hear the unfolding journey stories of those congregations worshiping in our building.  

A guest congregation began actively serving those experiencing homelessness in the 

neighborhood, something they had never done before in the life of their congregation.  I 

wondered if there were similar and different narratives unfolding among other congregations 

involved in facility-sharing.  This study has collected many similar stories. 
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Chapter 2: 

Research Methodology 

This inquiry focuses on the journeys of congregations involved in sharing facilities and 

how the experience of sharing a facility shapes or redirects their theological and missional 

journeys. The study involves a two-pronged, structured inquiry.  First, the background for the 

study was established by an evaluation of existing literature on church-facility sharing.   Most of 

these sources are about facility-sharing in the United States.  Second, from this baseline of 

existing information, questions were developed for interviewing a sample of knowledgeable 

members of the congregations involved in facility-sharing in Central Pennsylvania.  Pastors and 

lay leaders participating in the interviews were invited to share their stories about how this 

practice has impacted the mission and ministry of their respective congregations.  This study is a 

one-glimpse approach.  The mission journey reported is based on recollections of those 

interviewed, and not viewed from two or more points in time.  This second part of the study is 

not a quantitative accounting of congregations involved in facility-sharing, but rather a 

qualitative compilation of stories about their current experiences with sharing.  

The first prong, a review of online and hard copy literature, asks the following questions 

for each of the sources consulted: 

a. How did congregations initially become interested in sharing facilities?  Are 

there historical as well as current examples of this kind of facility-sharing? 

b. What are the reasons why congregations share facilities, either as a host or a 

guest congregation? 

c. What understandings of the meaning of “church” informed the decision to 

share?   

d. What are the traditions of the congregations that are involved (ethnic, 

denominational, other identities)? 

e. To what extent, if at all, do the congregations share ministry? What does 

this look like? What works well?  What are the challenges? 
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f. What theological understandings of issues such as sacred space, 

stewardship, and mission are represented?  Have these understandings 

changed as a result of facility-sharing with another Christian congregation? 

g. What reasons do congregations give for extending or terminating sharing 

agreements? 

h. How has facility-sharing impacted the congregation’s understanding of 

“church,” mission, and ministry? 

The information gleaned from this literature was used to craft the interview questions.  The 

questions cover a range of topics, including  

a. Information about the congregation:  such as denominational affiliation, 

founding date, and average worship attendance.   

b. An overview of the facility-sharing agreement: including starting date, what 

areas of the facility are shared, and how scheduling the use of designated 

spaces is determined.   

c. Descriptions of the relationship with the other congregation(s) in the facility 

and details of any shared ministry among the congregations involved in 

facility sharing. 

d. Reflection on the current and future mission and ministry of the congregation. 

e. Reflection on how this experience has shaped the journey of their own 

congregation, especially how facility-sharing impacted their own 

congregation’s mission and ministry. 

 

The interview questions are listed in the Appendix. 

Central Terms and Operational Definitions 

 Throughout the study’s implementation and reporting, the following operational 

definitions are assumed:   

Congregation: one of the groups participating in sharing a single facility.  In this study, while a 

variety of denominations, associations, or non-affiliated congregations are represented, all 

identify as Christian. 

Host Congregation: congregation that owns the church facility. 
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Guest Congregation: congregation utilizing space in the church facility owned by the host 

congregation.  The congregation may or may not offer financial and/or other contributions to 

utilize space in the facility owned by the host congregation. 

Facility: local church building and any surrounding property, parts of which are utilized by the 

congregation(s) meeting there.  Aspects of the facility beyond the building can influence 

potential and direction for mission and ministry.  For example, these factors include physical 

location and availability of parking.   

Shared Facility: single facility shared by two or more Christian congregations. 

Sharing Agreement:  written document and/or verbal understanding of details to which 

congregations agreed as they began the facility-sharing arrangement.  A review of the hard 

copies of the agreements was not part of this study.  Participants were asked to describe the 

arrangements.  Details include a listing of the designated spaces used by the different 

congregations within the facility, the process of scheduling when each congregation uses specific 

areas, and financial arrangements.   

Shared Activities:  cooperative activities and ministries in which two or more congregations 

engage.  Examples include, but are not limited to worship, prayer, meals, and service in the 

community. 

Member: any person, clergy, lay, or employee, who is part of one of the congregations sharing a 

facility.  

Knowledgeable Member: a member who has insights and information about sharing the 

facility; a potential conversation partner for the project.  

Constituency: people in the area surrounding the facility who share social and demographic 

characteristics of one of the congregations.  The demographics of the area in which the church 
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facility is located may directly impact a congregation’s outreach efforts to the community.  For 

example, at a previous industrial site located within an impoverished community, a renting 

congregation might run a food pantry on site to serve people in need.   

Sacred Space: facility designed for religious activities, particularly worship by a faith 

community.  Ron Hassner highlights functions of sacred spaces which differentiate them from 

secular architecture. 

According to [Mircea] Eliade, sacred places fulfill three primary functions 

for believers.  First, they act as places in which worshipers can 

communicate with the divine, whether through prayer, ritual, or contact 

with an image of the gods. Second, sacred places seem to contain a 

permanent divine presence. Worshipers thus approach sacred places with 

the expectation of receiving blessings, healing, forgiveness, spiritual merit, 

or salvation. Finally, in their layout and design, sacred places provide 

meaning to the faithful. They evoke passages from history, social 

structures, or religious precepts and, ultimately, hint at the underlying 

order of the cosmos by reflecting it, metaphorically, through forms, 

actions, and objects. The art, architecture, music, and drama that embellish 

these places represent an ideal of that religion in its purest form.47 

Worship Space:  area(s) in the facility in which worship service(s) actually take place.  Some 

areas may be specifically designed as sacred spaces for worship.  Other areas may be multi-

purpose but used by one or more congregations to hold worship services. 

Worship Practices:  activities which take place during and around worship services.   The 

practices may vary according to faith tradition, customs, and ethnic background of individual 

congregations.  Examples include, but are not limited to, music styles, movement of leaders and 

those gathered, practice of sacraments (such as baptism and communion), meeting time 

(morning, afternoon, or evening), length of service, and times of refreshments and/or meals 

before or after worship. 

 
47

 Ron E. Hassner, War on Sacred Grounds (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2009), 22. 
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Journey: goals and direction of a congregation.  A journey has a beginning and an end.  In some 

cases, one journey may come to an end and a new journey begin within the life of a single 

congregation.  The physical journeys of guest congregations moving from one location to 

another and of host congregations welcoming another congregation into their space can impact 

the goals and direction of each congregation. 

Suitability of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and Surrounding Area 

The capital city of Pennsylvania, Harrisburg, has a population close to 50,000 people.  

Diversity of Christian communities has a long history in the area.  By the early 1800s, 

congregations in the Reformed, Lutheran, Roman Catholic, Methodist, Anglican, and Baptist 

traditions were all present in Harrisburg.   

Throughout the region’s history, established congregations have been serving immigrant 

communities.  Many early settlers worshiped in German. In the 1970s, Harrisburg churches 

played a significant role in the resettlement of Vietnamese refugees who arrived at Fort 

Indiantown Gap, a nearby U.S. government reception site for refugees.  A legacy of this 

immigrant community is two church facility sites in Harrisburg, each of which housed two 

worshiping communities; one English-speaking and another holding services in Vietnamese.  

More recently, immigrants from Haiti, Kenya, Ethiopia, and Egypt have established worshiping 

communities in the greater Harrisburg area.  Today, there are worship services in a variety of 

languages spoken around the world, including Spanish, Creole, Oromo, and Chinese.  Thus there 

is potential to locate facility-sharing sites at which congregations of different ethnic and cultural 

backgrounds may be sharing a facility with an English-speaking congregation.   

Harrisburg and the larger region of Central Pennsylvania are home to several outreach 

groups supported by local Christian congregations.  Christian Churches United has over 130 
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member churches, whose denominational affiliations include Mainline Protestant, Roman 

Catholic, Baptist, Brethren, Orthodox, Metropolitan Community Church, AME Zion, and 

independent/unaffiliated congregations.48  On their website, Bethesda Mission states the 

following, “Over 300 congregations in Central Pennsylvania partner with us in a variety of 

ways.”49  Participating in these organizations, one observes current transitions taking place in the 

greater Christian community, such as closures, mergers, new church starts, and congregations 

entering into facility-sharing agreements.   

Identifying Sites and Conducting Interviews 

The process of identifying suitable sites for study in Central Pennsylvania occurred in a 

variety of ways.  Community directories of congregations were consulted, denominational 

offices were contacted, and conversations were engaged with leaders of joint ministry groups to 

which a variety of Christian congregations belong.  Google searches on topics related to 

Christian congregations sharing a single facility yielded some articles in local newspapers, which 

led to identification of additional potential sites for interviews.  The author of the study has 

served in ordained ministry in several locations in this geographic area, and she reached out to 

colleagues via conversations in person, over the phone, and online.   

An initial list of seventeen potential sites was generated and ordered according to the 

greatest potential of participation.  From involvement with parachurch groups, such as clergy 

groups and community outreach organizations, the author had contact with clergy whose 
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 Christian Churches United of the Tri-County Area, “Who We Are: Member Churches,” accessed April 18, 2020, 

https://www.ccuhbg.org/who-we-are/member-churches.html. 
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congregations are/were involved in facility-sharing or who were able to refer her to 

congregations involved in facility-sharing.  Sites at which these congregations were involved 

were at the top of the list.  Congregations about which the author could find detailed evidence 

online that they were involved in facility-sharing were listed next.  At the bottom of the list were 

sites for which information about the congregations was minimal, but suggested that there might 

be facility-sharing.   

At this point, contact was made with knowledgeable members, often the pastor or the 

congregation’s office administrator, to gather more preliminary background information.  The 

facility-sharing agreement needed to be between two distinct Christian congregations; each with 

their own governing board.  In some cases, the site had two different worshiping communities, 

but they constituted a single congregation worshiping in two different languages.  These were 

not included in the study. 

Site selection was not limited by theological orientation or denominational affiliation.  

Congregational affiliations represented in the study include Anglican Church of North America, 

Assembly of God, Church of the Brethren, Evangelical Congregational, 

Independent/Unaffiliated, Lutheran Churches in Mission for Christ, Metropolitan Community 

Church, North American Lutheran Church, Old Catholic Congregations of America, 

Presbyterian Church in America, and The United Church of Christ.  All hosts and guests in the 

study are sharing with a congregation that differs in denominational, ethnic, racial, social class, 

and/or age composition. 

The size of the worshiping congregations is varied.  Sunday service attendance ranges 

from twelve to two hundred thirty.   
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There is also a wide range of time during which congregations studied have been 

involved in facility-sharing with their partner congregations.  In one case, the two congregations 

have been sharing a facility since the first church building was erected in 1853.  At another site, 

the facility-sharing agreement was five weeks old at the time the interview was conducted. 

The initial plan was to focus on the city of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. and to locate a 

minimum of ten viable sites there.  This proved impossible.  Therefore, the geographic area was 

extended to a broader section of Central Pennsylvania.  For the purpose of this study, then, 

Central Pennsylvania is defined as including a one-hundred-mile radius around the city of 

Harrisburg.   Within this area, there are several cities similar in size to Harrisburg—Lancaster, 

York, Lebanon, Ephrata, Reading, and Allentown.  Potential sites continued to be added to the 

list.  Ultimately, a list of eighteen potential sites was identified.  Ten sites participated in the 

study.  At least one interview was conducted with a knowledgeable member associated with each 

selected site, often two or more. 

Twenty-one interviewees participated in interviews of varying lengths, ranging from ten 

minutes to one and a half hours.  Interviews were conducted in person and/or by telephone.  

Seven participants were interviewed over the phone.  Three in-person interviews took place at a 

site other than the clergy or lay leader’s congregation as a convenience.  Eleven participants were 

interviewed on site; seven individually and four participants who were interviewed jointly as 

pairs.  Conducting the interview on site allowed knowledgeable members to show the author the 

spaces utilized in the facility-sharing agreement.  Being present at the site often elicited more 

information.  For example, in more than one instance, a facility entryway included bulletin 

boards and/or informational displays for both congregations. More than one knowledgeable 

member mentioned that the congregations would read each other’s posted information so that 
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they could support community efforts in which the other was involved, such as a backpack drive 

for a local school. 

The interview format provided for follow-up questions.  The author would encourage 

further reflection on the original questions.  In some cases where time was limited, questions 

were rearranged in order of priority in order to obtain as much information as possible. 

All interviewees were asked for their consent to use the information collected in the 

project, with the understanding that they might decline.  Interviewees could express at any time 

that parts of the conversation should not be recorded or noted, and this was respected.  Interviews 

were recorded by notes/verbatim.  In some instances, with the interviewee’s permission, a 

recording device was used.  It was a separate device from, and not in any way connected to, 

another potentially networked electronic device such as a cell phone or laptop.  Sites and 

interviewees are coded in this report to protect their identities. 

Interviews took place from July through October 2019.  The interviews were transcribed 

and then organized as Sites I–X in a binder.  They were then divided into two groups, guest and 

host congregations.  Table 1 shows the number of interviews conducted by category. 

                                         Table 1. Interviews Conducted  

Guest Congregations   6 

Host Congregations   5 

Clergy 13 

Laity     8 

Different Denominations 11 

 

After discovering how a congregation’s practices of community outreach, worship, and 

stewardship were impacted by facility-sharing, the researcher could better see a larger picture of 

how facility-sharing might influence the primary mission focus of the congregation.  One way in 

which respondents were invited to comment on mission and ministry was to place their 
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congregations in the five types of church identity as first developed by Avery Dulles in Models 

of the Church.50  The relevant section of the interview questions is listed below. 

Looking at the following descriptions of how congregations might describe 

themselves, which of these sounds most like what members of your 

congregation would say about themselves?  Which seems least like what 

members would say? 

1) We uphold important traditions. Stability and order are good 

things.  The church is God’s community on earth for salvation. 

2) The Spirit creates in us a mystical presence.  Church is where we 

walk with God in prayer. 

3) Church is where we celebrate the connection between the human 

and the divine.  Our church is a holy place. 

4) Our church is about proclaiming the Good News.  We are being 

faithful when we tell people about Jesus. 

5) God wants us to serve those who suffer.  We are called to feed the 

hungry, heal the sick, clothe the naked, and advocate on their 

behalf. 

These categories were subsequently used to interpret the content of the entire interviews.  The 

data are presented in the following chapters.  In some cases, facility-sharing congregations are 

shifting their mission foci.  In other cases, the experience is strengthening the mission focus they 

already had. 

 
50

 Dulles, Models of the Church. 
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Chapter 3: 

Guest Congregation Journeys 

The guest congregation narratives provide insight into each guest congregation’s current 

location in the midst of their journey.  In all cases, the guest congregation had been renting space 

in another facility prior to entering into the current facility-sharing agreement.  In some cases, 

the guest congregations had been sharing space with another congregation prior to their current 

arrangement.  Some had been meeting in a different type of facility, such as an industrial space.  

The narratives presented below are divided into two categories.  The first is labeled “A 

Place Like Home.”  In these instances, the guest congregation is currently in a facility-sharing 

agreement that is working well for one or more of the following reasons:  1) the facility meets or 

exceeds the needs of the congregation;  2) the guest and host congregations have a good working 

relationship, maybe even shared worship or other form of ministry;  3) the congregation has 

developed ties to the community in or around the current host congregation’s facility;  4) the 

guest congregation will likely continue to remain in the current facility-sharing arrangement 

indefinitely.    

The second category is titled “Temporary Shelter.”  While parts of the facility-sharing 

agreement may be meeting the needs of the guest congregation, in other areas there are 

noticeable challenges, such as the following: 1) a different worship time is desired; 2) 

opportunities to use the building on other days of the week are limited;  3) the “feel” of the 

worship space is different from the guest’s custom;  4) the host congregation is not located close 

to where the majority of the members live;  5) the guest’s mission and vision of the future differ 
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from the host’s;  6) Working relationships are deteriorating;  7) the guest congregation may not 

stay in the current agreement long-term. 

The guest narratives represent cases in which at least one interview with a pastor and/or 

lay leader was conducted.  In cases where interviews with the pastor and/or a lay leader of the 

host congregation were conducted, the corresponding host information will be referenced. 

Population estimates for the surrounding cities and towns are based on U.S. Census Bureau 

data.51  To preserve the anonymity of the congregations, the exact website listing will not be 

cited, because it includes the name of town or city in which the congregation is located, which is 

kept confidential.   

Guest Congregations in a “Place Like Home” 

Guest Congregation A 

Background 

Guest Congregation A, founded in 2009, is a member of Anglican Church of North 

America (ACNA).  It entered into a facility-sharing agreement in 2015 with a Lutheran Churches 

in Mission for Christ (LCMC) congregation.  The LCMC congregation’s facility is located 

downtown in a city of approximately 50,000 people.  Guest A’s average worship attendance is 

fifteen to twenty.  The median age of those attending is in the older sixties.  The pastor describes 

members as middle to upper middle class.  The congregation is mostly white.  The majority 

commute more than five miles to attend the 9:00 a.m. Sunday worship service.  Membership is 
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holding steady with an increase in visitors attending worship.  Guest A is sharing a facility with 

Host Congregation G which is described in chapter 4. 

A New Family 

A little over ten years ago, Guest A began as a mission congregation of the ACNA.  At 

first, they met in members’ homes.  From there, they met in other churches’ facilities.  Before 

coming to their current location, they were meeting in a Seventh Day Adventist congregation’s 

building.  Because the host congregation worshiped on Saturdays, most parts of the facility were 

available to Guest A on Sundays.  Worshiping on different days also meant that there was very 

little interaction between the congregations.  The pastors saw each other occasionally, but the 

members rarely, if ever, encountered one another.   

The congregations shared the main worship space.  Because their worship styles differed, 

Guest A would move items belonging to the Seventh Day Adventist congregation to 

accommodate their worship service.  They would return the space to the original layout when 

they were finished.  Over a period of weeks, Guest A noticed that more speakers and electronic 

equipment had been added to the worship space.  While Guest A was careful when moving the 

items to prepare for worship, the host congregation told them that they were concerned that such 

sensitive equipment was being moved on a weekly basis.  On a Sunday morning, shortly 

thereafter, Guest A was handed a note giving them two-weeks’ notice to leave. 

Some of Guest A’s members had been a part of a different Anglican congregation that 

had rented space in the current host (LCMC) congregation’s chapel before moving to another 

location.  One of Guest A’s vestry members contacted the current host congregation’s pastor 

with a request to hold a Sunday worship service in the host’s chapel.   
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Guest A’s lay leader met with the host pastor at the host congregation and toured the host 

congregation’s facility.  They discussed initial details of a sharing agreement, including use of 

the chapel for worship on Sunday morning and a tentative dollar amount to be paid monthly to 

the host congregation.  Guest A’s lay leader attended the host congregation’s next monthly 

council meeting.  That evening, the host council approved a three-month trial agreement.  The 

agreement continues to be renewed on a multiyear basis.   

Throughout the time of the facility-sharing agreement, there have been mutually agreed-

upon adjustments regarding time of worship on Sunday mornings and designated spaces used for 

Sunday morning Bible study and fellowship.  The areas currently used by Guest A are the chapel 

(for worship), the parlor (for fellowship refreshments and Bible study), the parlor kitchen (as 

sacristy and for fellowship refreshments), and the area behind the chapel for vestments and other 

worship items.  Guest A utilizes these areas on Sundays and for special services such as 

Christmas Eve or services during Holy Week. They have designated storage areas that are for 

their exclusive use.  All other spaces used by Guest A are also used by the host congregation.  

The host holds a Wednesday 12:10 p.m. service in the chapel.  The host also conducts funerals, 

weddings, and other services in the chapel and utilizes the parlor and parlor kitchen on these 

occasions.   Guest A’s arrangement of the chapel for worship on Sunday is different from for the 

host’s Wednesday service.  The arrangement for Guest A is the default setting for that space.  

The host rearranges for the Wednesday service and returns the arrangement of the chapel to the 

one appropriate for Guest A’s Sunday worship service. 

Guest A’s pastor describes the relationship with the previous host congregation as one in 

which he and the congregation were “renters.”  In commenting on the current relationship with 

the host congregation, he says they are like, “sister congregations.”  Among the reasons for the 
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close tie, the pastor cites a shared theological perspective, even though the ecclesiologies of the 

congregations are different.  At times, Guest A members have felt isolated from their 

denomination.  The next closest ACNA congregation is over eighty miles away.  Now, at the 

current site, they see that they are not alone in their faith and practice.  The closeness of the 

relationship is enhanced by occasional shared worship services where the worship leadership and 

preaching are shared by both pastors.    

In addition to a shared theological perspective, the guest and host congregations sponsor 

a joint neighborhood ministry program.  Sunday mornings, from 10 a.m.–12 p.m., the lower level 

of the building is open to all as a place of shelter.  There is free coffee and water, the opportunity 

to charge electronic devices, and an area to rest or sleep.  Information about shelters, meals, and 

other community services is made available by volunteers.  The volunteers are available for 

conversation and prayer. 

The previous facility in which Guest A met was located in a suburban area outside the 

city.  The move to the current location in a transitional downtown neighborhood has significantly 

impacted the congregation.  Some members who were present when the current facility-sharing 

arrangement began have left.  They cited “not feeling safe” in the location as one of the reasons.  

While a loss of some members is challenging, particularly for a small congregation, the 

pastor has seen a blessing in the transition.  Guest A’s pastor said that his predecessor had shared 

with him that a primary reason the founding members came together to form a mission ACNA 

congregation was dissatisfaction with the pastoral leadership where some of them had been 

worshiping.  The predecessor voiced concern that this ACNA mission congregation had not 

begun with a positive vision and call.  “Since we’ve been here,” says Guest A’s current pastor, 
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“God has created a group who are mission-minded…. We see that we are not alone in God’s 

world and that others need us.” 

When reflecting on the mission priorities of the congregation, using the Dulles typology 

as a reference, Guest A’s pastor indicated that they are most like Type 4: “Our church is about 

proclaiming the Good News.  We are being faithful when we tell people about Jesus.”  Upon 

further reflection, he added that, before coming to the current location, the congregation could be 

described as focused on tradition, stability, and order which are priorities in Dulles’ Type 1.  

Over recent years, he sees the congregation moving more towards Dulles’ fifth type, which 

centers on serving others.  “It’s not always comfortable here, but it is beautiful.  It has defined 

who (the congregation) is in mission…, that God has a plan for them.”   

Guest Congregation B 

Background 

Guest Congregation B was founded in 2011 and is a member of the North American 

Lutheran Church (NALC).  They entered into a facility-sharing agreement in 2014 with an 

Evangelical Church whose membership is primarily immigrants from an African nation.  The 

Evangelical Church’s facility is located on the outskirts of a city of 59,000.  Guest B’s average 

worship attendance is sixty.  The median age of those attending is fifty-five to sixty-five.  There 

are some families with young children.  The lay leader describes the economic status of the 

members as being “well-to-do, comfortable.”  The congregation is mostly white.  The majority 

commute more than five miles to attend the 9:00 a.m. Sunday worship service.   

New Connections with the Community  

Guest B’s founding members had been a part of an Evangelical Lutheran Church in 

America (ELCA) congregation, which held a vote on whether or not to leave the ELCA and to 
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affiliate with NALC.  The vote was almost evenly split.  Those who voted to leave, vacated the 

ELCA congregation’s building.  A lay leader from Guest B mentioned that some who stayed in 

the ELCA congregation told him they agreed theologically with those who left, but that they did 

not want to leave the building.  Some who chose to remain were descendants of those who built 

the original church building in which the congregation met.   

At first, the fledgling NALC congregation met in a funeral home.  Because they were 

only using the facility on Sunday mornings, it seemed like this could be a feasible arrangement.  

Interested in attracting visitors to the new congregation, Guest B wanted to advertise their 

presence in the building and the time of their service.  The funeral home leadership, however, did 

not permit the congregation to place any signage at the facility.  Within a few weeks, this 

facility-sharing arrangement ended. 

From there, Guest B began renting space at a United Methodist congregation.  From the 

beginning, it was clear that this would be a temporary arrangement.  Guest B was welcome to 

use the facility any time except Sunday mornings.  They moved the worship service to 1:00 p.m.  

Many did not appreciate moving the worship service to Sunday afternoons.  Additionally, the 

facility had limited accessibility, which negatively impacted Guest B members who used 

walkers. Guest B continued to search for a better location.  A lay leader described this time in the 

life of the congregation: “We felt like the Jews wandering in the desert.”  

 The congregation then moved into a Mennonite Mission facility in a different town.  The 

facility consisted primarily of a meetinghouse which was not regularly used for worship services.  

There was great availability in the times in which the facility could be used.  The worship service 

time returned to Sunday mornings.  The pastor had his own office, and the price to rent space 

was reasonable.  However, there were still limits in the accessibility of the building. 
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 The cause for departure came when it appeared that the owners of the facility might 

approach Guest B with an offer to sell them the property.  Not only could the congregation not 

afford to purchase and maintain its own facility but there were major renovations for 

accessibility concerns to be addressed.  The renovation would be necessary for the place to be 

viable for the congregation long-term. 

 Guest B’s pastor and congregation enjoyed a good working relationship with a person 

hired to maintain the Mennonite Mission facility.  This person was a lay leader of the 

congregation in a nearby town.  This congregation is non-denominational, and the membership is 

primarily African.  The non-denominational congregation had been renting space to another 

congregation.  That renting congregation had recently moved out of the building, and the non-

denominational congregation was actively seeking another congregation with whom to share 

space.   

The worker at the Mennonite Mission facility approached Guest B’s pastor and 

leadership team about the possibility of moving to his congregation’s facility.  The non-

denominational congregation worshiped on Sunday afternoons, so a Sunday morning worship 

time would be possible for Guest B.  There was an office for the pastor.  The building was 

equipped with a chairlift to the fellowship hall in the basement and a handicapped bathroom near 

the worship space.  The rent would be about the same as Guest B was currently paying.  After a 

visit to the site and a trial worship service at the non-denominational congregation’s facility, 

Guest B voted to move there.   

 Compared to the previous facility, the current one is easier to access by car through major 

routes.  There is ample parking and a large yard in which Guest B hosts community activities. 

The pastor notes changes in Guest B congregation since moving into the current facility-sharing 
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agreement five years ago.  At the previous location, the congregation was internally focused. 

Events, such as a spaghetti dinner, were primarily planned for and attended only by members.  

The pastor explains, “Now we have committees planning events which many members of the 

community attend, such as pancake dinners, an outdoor movie night for kids, and free oil 

changes….  The focus has shifted here to be more mission-minded.” 

In response to questions about the impact of facility-sharing on Guest B’s understanding 

of church, the pastor observes another change.  Previously, the members felt they needed their 

own building to really be a church.  Now the focus is more on the people.  There is also the clear 

realization that without the overhead costs of owning and maintaining a facility, more funds are 

available for mission and ministry.  Guest B congregation is currently investing over $1000 per 

year in an ongoing discipleship-training program.  The pastor himself joked that the congregation 

doesn’t need to choose between replacing the air-conditioning and paying the pastor.   

While being a property owner may not be a priority at this time, Guest B has a definite 

idea about the kind of facility in which it meets.  It is important for the pastor that it looks and 

feels like a church, “so people who may look for us or drive by know what we are.”  If Guest B 

leaves this facility-sharing agreement, they would actively seek out another church-sharing 

arrangement or seek to meet in a building that looks like a church. 

Identity Journey 

Reflecting on the congregation’s mission identity according to the Dulles typology, both 

the pastor and lay leader choose Type 1 (emphasis on tradition and stability), followed closely by 

Type 4 (emphasis on proclaiming the Good News of Christ).  Guest B broke away from the 
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ELCA to follow more closely the historic Lutheran traditions outlined in the Book of Concord,52 

so the priorities of tradition and good order (Type 1) would be highly valued.  A traditional-

looking facility would fit well with this ministry priority.  Type 4 prioritizes proclaiming the 

Good News of Jesus Christ.  Guest B’s discipleship program has as its goal the training of 

disciples to make new disciples.    

A focus on evangelical witness also makes sharing with another Christian congregation a 

logical fit. The lay leader comments, “We had a need for space, but it was more welcoming to 

share with another congregation.”  He views the host congregation as “like-minded Christians,” 

with “different worship styles.”  Because of the similar faith understanding, the lay leader saw 

potential for joint ministry and outreach when they entered into the facility-sharing agreement.  

The pastor, who has attended a host’s worship service, reflects that worship in a language other 

than English and divergent worship practices will probably prohibit shared worship.  The host 

congregation appreciates sharing space with an English-speaking congregation.  A lay leader 

from the host said to the guest pastor that one reason the host values their presence in the 

building is that if a visitor who comes to their congregation is more comfortable worshiping in 

English, he can refer them to Guest B’s worship service.  

Cultural and language differences have led to some struggles in the guest and host 

congregations’ life together.  Each congregation approaches the use of the building differently.  

The guest strictly follows the church calendar, which hangs outside the church offices, only 

utilizing facilities, such as the kitchen, when their congregation is listed on the schedule.  Some 

host members see the church kitchen as an extension of their home kitchens.  If they need a 
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bigger place to cook and prepare food, they come to the church, whether or not they have signed 

up in advance on the schedule.   

Both the pastor and lay leader of Guest B mentioned an incident in which their 

congregation was setting up for a ladies’ tea.  Host members were preparing food in the kitchen 

when guest members arrived.  The aroma of the African cuisine clashed with the guests’ 

expected atmosphere for an afternoon tea.  [As a Lutheran in the German tradition, I found 

myself wondering how the host congregation might receive the lingering scent of a pork and 

sauerkraut dinner prior to one of their gatherings in the fellowship hall off the kitchen.] 

Looking to the future, the pastor has thoughts on adjustments to the current sharing 

agreement, which could improve communication and understanding between the congregations.  

He proposes setting up quarterly or bi-annual meetings at which leaders from the host and guest 

congregations could come together to pray and to talk about how things are going.  A scheduled 

time to address issues may prevent them from growing into larger conflicts.   

 There are times when some members of Guest B express the wish that they were the 

building owners and could run things in ways to which they are accustomed.  However, both the 

pastor and lay leader mention problems in the financial circumstances of Guest B.  It is not 

feasible for them to purchase and maintain a building at this time.  There is also the consideration 

that even if they could, they might not want money going to bricks and mortar instead of mission 

efforts. 

Guest Congregation C 

Background 

Guest Congregation C held its first service as a mission start in 2014 and is a member of 

the Presbyterian Church in America (PCA).  They entered into a facility-sharing agreement in 
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2016 with a Church of the Brethren congregation.  The Church of the Brethren congregation’s 

facility is located in a residential area of a town of 8,200.  Guest C’s average worship attendance 

is one hundred.  A wide range of ages attends worship: young families with children, middle age, 

senior citizens.  Most members are forty years old and under.  The pastor describes members as 

middle to upper middle class.  The congregation is mostly white.  Some commute more than five 

miles to attend the 11:00 a.m. Sunday worship service, but most live within the local community.  

Guest C’s membership is growing.  Guest C is sharing a facility with Host J which is described 

in chapter 4. 

A New Place to Worship 

Guest C congregation began as a church plant out of a larger established PCA 

congregation in a neighboring city.  Guest C’s pastor describes the PCA as a “church that plants 

churches,” starting new congregations is a denominational priority.  In the case of Guest C, there 

were several informational and prayer meetings about planting a church to serve a more rural 

town outside the city in which the mother church is located.  Guest C congregation’s current 

pastor had been a youth pastor at the “mother” congregation for several years and felt called to 

this church plant.  A group of PCA members from the mother congregation and from some other 

local congregations (about one hundred people) committed to this church start for one year   

Approximately eighty percent of the original group stayed.   

Initial meetings of the Guest C church start took place in homes.  When they decided that 

they were ready to regularly worship on Sundays, several locations were considered, including 

churches and a local college.  Guest C began negotiations with a congregation to enter into a 

facility-sharing agreement.  Shortly before Guest C was scheduled to hold its first worship 

service, the potential host congregation told them that they wanted to sell the building instead of 
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renting it.  Guest C discerned that they were not ready for that commitment.  Negotiations ended 

with that congregation.  Guest C then sent an email to many local churches and other facilities 

explaining the situation and that they were looking to rent space.  

A local church responded, indicating that they could rent on Sundays, but that the 

worship service time would be in the evenings.  This was the first sharing arrangement for Guest 

C.  Because the host congregation worshiped in the morning, there was no mingling of the 

congregations.  It was primarily a rental agreement limited to Sunday evenings.  Guest C held 

occasional youth group meetings on different days. 

Guest C’s pastor and the congregation felt welcome at that congregation.  The host’s 

pastor had been very supportive and had actively promoted the facility-sharing agreement with 

the host congregation.  That pastor left, and a new pastor began serving at the host congregation.  

The arrangement continued to work, but Guest C’s pastor sensed less support from the new 

pastor.   

Around that time, Guest C heard that a nearby congregation was looking for a renter to 

supplement their budget. They toured the facility.  They were able to negotiate a Sunday 

morning worship time.  The host congregation moved their mid-morning service to 9:00 a.m., so 

that Guest C could worship at 11:00 a.m.  In the church plant process, there was an oversight 

board for the mission start, including leadership from the mother congregation.  Some of the 

members of the oversight board expressed the opinion that it was important for Guest C to 

worship on Sunday mornings.  At that time, Guest C’s pastor didn’t feel as strongly about a 

Sunday morning time, recognizing that Sunday morning is not suitable for everyone’s work 

schedule.  In the first year at the current facility with a Sunday morning worship service, Guest C 

gained about fifty additional people in worship attendance. 
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Guest C negotiated what the pastor refers to as an “all-inclusive rental,” meaning that 

they would pay more per month and be able to use the building—with approval from the host—

on days other than Sunday.  The congregation has been a guest at the current location for three 

years and often uses the building during the week. 

Reflecting on the congregation’s journey, Guest C’s pastor talks about the blessing of 

having shared facilities with two other Christian congregations.  “On the main issues of doctrine 

and Gospel, we have been in agreement.  It’s healthy to see another church is not the same, but 

they love the Lord.”  He speaks of host and guest congregations witnessing to their community 

of the unity and love of Christians, as well as the good stewardship of sharing a single facility.  

Guest C’s pastor fondly recalls the hospitality extended by the current host congregation.  “They 

really rolled out the red carpet.”  In addition to changing their worship time, they “spruced up the 

facility,” applying fresh paint and installing new carpet. 

Guest C’s pastor describes facility-sharing as ideal for church planters.  It is possible to 

be in a good facility “with none of the overhead for big ticket items and not having to take time 

to work on repairs to the building.”  It frees young churches to focus on other things.  In the case 

of Guest C, thirty-five percent of the budget supports mission work and training pastors.  At the 

time of the interview, a second pastoral intern is serving the congregation.   It is clear to Guest 

C’s pastor that the church is the people, not the building.  He senses that many who have stayed 

with this congregation, now several years independent from the mother congregation, feel the 

same way.   

In many ways, Guest C is happy to stay where they are.  They are in conversation with 

the host congregation about more permanent signage in front of the building.  Each congregation 

has its own bulletin board in the lobby.  The pastor and lay leader talk about an overall good 
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feeling when members of the guest and host congregations pass each other on Sunday mornings.  

While the host is in worship, the guest holds Sunday school classes.  Then the guest moves to the 

worship space and the host to the Sunday school rooms.  While there is no joint worship, some 

guest and host members have participated in each other’s mission events and supported each 

other’s drives, collections, etc.   

Both guest and host pastors are usually in the building on Fridays and take time to meet 

with each other then.  The church-sharing agreement has continued through a pastoral transition 

in the host congregation.  Guest C has been on site for three years, and the current host pastor 

began serving a year ago.  On the day of on-site guest interviews, leadership of Guest C had just 

completed a meeting with the host congregation regarding a program for church safety.  Guest C 

had already done significant work in this area and has policies and procedures in place.  

However, they felt strongly about going through this training with the host congregation for the 

host’s insurance and for continuity of practices in both congregations in the facility. 

 A potential challenge for the guest and host congregations is the result of a positive 

development: both congregations are growing.  Because the congregations are both present in the 

building on Sunday mornings, fewer parking spaces are available, and the lobby and hallways 

are more congested when the congregations are moving between Sunday school and worship 

areas.  Leaders of both congregations are monitoring the situation to plan for the future.  In 

addition to a good working relationship with the host congregation, Guest C feels ties to the 

community in which they have been located for several years.  On its website, Guest C describes 

itself as a congregation that “strives to be a diverse gospel-saturated community proclaiming 

Christ to our neighbors” (not cited to protect anonymity).  This mission priority reflects Dulles 

Type 4, sharing the Good News of Jesus Christ.  Facility-sharing allows Guest C to allocate more 
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funds for evangelism, rather than for the upkeep of a building.  For these reasons, it is likely, 

especially in the near future, that they will remain in this facility-sharing arrangement. 

Guest Congregation D 

Background 

Guest Congregation D was founded in 1984 and is a member of the Metropolitan 

Community Church (MCC).  They entered into a facility-sharing agreement in 2015 with a 

United Church of Christ (UCC) congregation.  The UCC congregation’s facility is located in a 

suburban area of a city of 75,000.  Guest D’s worship attendance is around eighty.  The age of 

those attending is mostly in the fifties with a “handful of millennials and a handful of retired.”  

The pastor describes members’ economic status as wide-ranging, including “professional, 

working class, and disability.”  The congregation is mostly white, “but increasing in diversity, 

especially Latinx.” The majority commute more than five miles to attend the 11:30 a.m. Sunday 

worship service. 

A New Sacred Space 

At the time Guest D’s pastor began serving the congregation in 1999, they were in a 

facility-sharing agreement with a congregation.  In 2002, the congregation moved into an 

industrial facility.  Later, they moved into a similar facility in a different location. 

This second industrial site was where Guest D was prior to coming to the current facility-

sharing arrangement with a UCC congregation.  Guest D’s pastor mentions struggles with the 

landlord, who was not the original landlord with whom they had entered the rental agreement.  

The physical state of the site was deteriorating.  A pipe had burst, and there were weeds and trash 

around the building.  In her words, “it was unsafe, and we needed to get out of the space.” 
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At this time, a UCC congregation in a neighboring city began searching for groups to rent 

space in order to supplement income.  As conversation began, there was acknowledgment that 

the majority of Guest D’s membership is LGBTQ and that the host is predominantly 

heterosexual.  A lay leader from Guest D voiced that he wasn’t sure all of the host congregation 

was “on board.”  He hoped that they would be able to share space without conflict. 

Other dynamics favored entering into an agreement.  The facility has two worship spaces: 

the nave and the chapel.  The host had experience sharing with another congregation.  Another 

congregation holds worship Saturday evenings in the chapel and continues to meet there since 

Guest C came into the facility.  September through May, the host worships at 10:00 a.m. in the 

nave.  In the summer, they worship in the chapel at 10:30 a.m.  Guest D is able to worship at 

11:30 a.m. in the nave year-round.  On Sundays and throughout the week, Guest D runs adult 

education classes and other programs.  The host has few activities, so space is available for Guest 

D.   The Guest pastor is able to have her own office.  There is a gender-neutral bathroom on site. 

It is not clear from the interview if this was in place prior to the agreement, or if Guest D was 

able to negotiate for this as part of the agreement.  Moving to a new city, Guest D was leaving 

behind community outreach programs tied to that area.  The current host was very involved with 

an outreach to the homeless.  By joining the host in this outreach ministry, Guest D was able to 

continue serving those in need, now at a different site. 

By entering into this agreement, Guest D has gained access to a traditional-looking 

Christian worship space for the first time in the tenure of the current pastor.  In the industrial 

settings, she had enjoyed both the freedom of being the only congregation to worship in the area 

and the feel of the space.  She was surprised by the reaction of many in the congregation. “It was 

eye-opening to me when we moved here; many in the congregation loved the traditional worship 
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space.  I think I underestimated how the new kind of space would be valued, especially for those 

who came from mainline and Roman Catholic traditions.”  Guest D members who were not 

accepted in the Christian congregations in which they grew up, now returned to a sacred space as 

part of a congregation in which they are valued and can worship freely. Sharing a church facility 

reinforced the experience of “acceptance” and “homecoming” as a major part of Guest D’s 

outreach to LGBTQ people. If Guest D moves to another location, they will likely seek a facility 

with a more traditional worship space. 

While views on the look and feel of the worship space may have been impacted by this 

facility-sharing experience, the central mission focus remains the same.  Looking at the Dulles 

typology, Guest D’s pastor chose Type 5 as the clear priority, “God wants us to serve those who 

suffer.”  A lay leader outlined Guest D’s mission: “To worship and serve God through acts of 

justice and compassion.”  In addition to serving in the homeless ministry in which the host 

congregation is involved, Guest D has developed a relationship with the local elementary school.  

They have donated school supplies and grocery cards to be distributed to students who are in 

need.  Their musician uses staff time to support their school musical.  Guest D entertains 

community forums on racism and forums for school board candidates and county 

commissioners.  The host congregation is invited to attend these events, but few do. 

There is joint ministry among the three congregations in the building.  Leaders from the 

three congregations share planning and leadership of an Ash Wednesday service and a Lenten 

worship and soup supper program.  After being a solo pastor for fifteen years, Guest D’s pastor 

appreciates sharing leadership for the extra services during Lent. 

While she enjoys this joint ministry and thinks highly of the other pastors in the building, 

she struggles with the term “facility-sharing.”  She observes that there is little actual sharing of 
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ministry and considers the relationship between the two congregations as being more like 

“landlord and tenant.”  Sometimes, the host congregation is slow to respond to issues raised by 

the guest.  When entering the agreement, there was clear understanding that screens were an 

important worship tool for Guest D.  There was a plan to install screens in the worship space.  

However, it took a long time for the project to be completed.  While the host and guest pastors 

each have their own office, the administrators share an office, and that can be challenging.  Guest 

D’s pastor and lay leader also wonder if they entered into the current agreement too quickly, 

because of the urgency of leaving an unsafe facility.  When it is time for the current agreement to 

be renewed, they may attempt to renegotiate an earlier worship time and a lower financial 

contribution.  Perhaps they may explore a move to their own facility or seek another 

congregation with whom they can enter into a facility-sharing agreement.    

Guest Congregations in “Temporary Shelter” 

Guest Congregation E 

Background 

Guest Congregation E was founded in 1994 and is a member of the Old Catholic Church, 

Province of the United States.  They entered into a facility-sharing agreement in 2019 with a 

Metropolitan Community Church (MCC) congregation, located in a city of 50,000 people.  Guest 

E’s worship attendance ranges from six to fifteen persons, the youngest being sixteen years old 

and the oldest, seventy-five.  Guest E’s membership had experienced a decline at the time of the 

interview.  Five months later, membership has returned to the level prior to changing locations, 

and the number of visitors has increased.  Guest E is sharing a facility with Host I described in 

chapter 4. 
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A Place of Welcome 

Guest E’s pastor has shepherded the congregation since its founding in the mid-1990s.  

At first, he held mass in his home.  Then the congregation rented a conference room in a hotel.  

While this was a workable option, the pastor was concerned that it didn’t “feel like church.”  

After a year worshiping at the hotel, they began a series of facility-sharing arrangements with 

other congregations.  Commenting about one site, he says, “the spiritual leaders of the 

congregations were nice and hospitable,” but because there was no shared worship or ministry, 

Guest E’s pastor and congregation felt like they were simply “renters.”  Guest E was searching 

for both welcome surroundings and welcoming partners in a sharing experience. 

About five years ago, the congregation discerned a call to relocate.  They realized that a 

majority of the members resided in different areas from where they were meeting.  They soon 

began a facility-sharing arrangement with an Episcopal congregation.  On Sundays, the host 

congregation held masses at eight and ten in the morning.  Guest E held mass at noon.  Both 

pastors encouraged members to attend the other congregation’s worship service, if they had a 

time conflict with their own.  Guest and host worshiped together on Christmas Eve, Holy 

Thursday, Good Friday, and jointly led an Easter Vigil.  When the host’s rector retired, the good 

working relationship continued with the interim pastor. 

When the new called pastor began serving the host congregation, the relationship 

between the pastors and the congregations cooled.  There was less shared worship and ministry.  

The host congregation’s leadership requested that Guest E begin mass at 12:30pm, instead of 

noon.  Their attendance dropped dramatically.  Several members had obligations on Sunday 

afternoons.  Guest E’s pastor asked the host’s leadership if they could move their worship time 

back to noon.  The request was denied. 
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Guest E’s pastor sent an email to ten local pastors he knew.  In the communication, he 

explained that the congregation might be searching for a new place to worship.  The current host 

pastor responded that day with an invitation to meet at the congregation where she serves to 

explore entering into a facility-sharing agreement.  The guest and host pastors have known each 

other for several years and worked together in ecumenical ministry in the community.  Within a 

few hours, the pastors laid the groundwork for a facility-sharing agreement.  Shortly thereafter, 

Guest E moved into the local MCC congregation’s facility. 

The new host congregation attended Guest E’s final service in its previous location. At 

the conclusion of the mass, the host helped them move their belongings to the host 

congregation’s facility.   They also provided a reception for them in their new home, where there 

was already signage outside the facility and a bulletin board for them in the lobby.     

This is the only instance in the sample of an official welcome.  Maybe this is not 

surprising, because MCC congregations are places of intentional welcome and healing.  

Additionally, most MCC congregations are “guests” renting in other facilities.  Knowing that the 

majority of other congregations in the denomination are in rental situations may foster empathy 

and knowledge about intentional ways of welcoming a guest congregation. 

At the time of the interviews, the facility-sharing agreement was only in its fifth week.  

The host and guest congregations were planning for some joint events and discussing ways to 

support one another’s ministries.   

Guest E, still very new to the current facility-sharing relationship, is going through a 

period of adjustment to their new location.  The feel of the worship space is very different from 

the previous location.  There they met in a “traditional” church building.  The current host 

congregation’s facility is a renovated courthouse.  While Guest E’s denominational documents 
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are welcoming and supportive of the LGBTQ community, some members have struggled with 

the very clear LGBTQ ministry of the host congregation.  One example is posters for “Drag 

Bingo.”  When fielding Guest E’s members’ concerns, their pastor reminds them of the 

extravagant hospitality they’ve received from the host congregation, compared to the coldness of 

the relationship with the previous host congregation and pastor.   

After considering the Dulles typology, Guest E’s pastor places the congregation firmly in 

Type 1.  The tradition of the mass and the sacraments is central to their belief and practice.  This 

is consistent with appreciating a worship space that looks like a traditional Christian nave.  

Statues play an important role when setting up their worship space.  The pastor comments that 

some visitors coming to worship see them and say about the statues, “Thank God, seeing them 

makes me feel better, more comfortable.”  Asked to identify the Dulles type that least describes 

Guest E congregation, he cites 5.  Encouraging his members to actively serve those in need 

sometimes feels like “pulling teeth.” 

It seems to the pastor too soon to tell if this location will become a more permanent home 

for Guest E.  The host’s intentional welcoming process and plans for shared ministry may lay 

solid groundwork for a long-term facility-sharing arrangement.  Five months after the interview, 

the author spoke again with Guest E’s pastor, who was now very enthusiastic about the sharing 

experience and optimistic that the congregation had found a home with the current host 

congregation.  This reflects some movement away from Dulles Type 1 (emphasis on tradition) as 

Guest E becomes accustomed to worshiping in a converted office building, instead of in a space 

with traditional Christian architecture.  Sharing ministry and supporting the strong LGBTQ 

outreach of the host MCC congregation moves Guest E closer to their denominational stance on 

LGBTQ issues and closer to Dulles Type 5 (serving the suffering).     
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Guest Congregation F: Background 

Guest Congregation F, founded in 2009, is non-denominational.  They entered into a 

facility-sharing agreement in 2018 with another non-denominational congregation.  The host 

congregation’s facility is located in a rural area outside a town of nearly 14,000 residents.  Guest 

F’s worship attendance is approximately one hundred.  Many who attend worship are in the mid-

forties and the mid-twenties.  Most members are refugees who have been resettled by the 

government.  Currently, Guest F has members from Uganda, Zambia, Kenya, Congo, Malaui, 

Tanzania, and Puerto Rico.  The congregation worships in two languages, sometimes three.  

Worship is always in Swahili and English and sometimes in Kinyarwanda.  Guest F shares a 

facility with Host K described in chapter 4. 

An Answer to Prayer 

Guest F had been renting space in a different congregation prior to the current facility-

sharing arrangement.  The previous host congregation needed to use the space in which Guest F 

was worshiping at the time when they were holding services.  Guest F was asked to look for a 

new place to meet.  Guest F’s pastor talks about praying on a Saturday.  That evening, he 

happened to drive past the current host congregation’s facility.  He saw that their sign said that 

visitors are welcome, so he stopped and went in.  One of the pastors and the secretary were there.  

He explained his congregation’s situation to them.  The future hosts considered his request 

briefly, then invited him to hold a service there the next day.  Guest E’s pastor says, “It was a 

good gesture on the part of the host.”  After that first service, the congregations worked out an 

agreement for Guest F to regularly hold a worship service in the host’s facility.     

At the time of the interview, Guest F had been worshiping the host’s facility for one year 

and one month.  During that time, Guest F and the host congregation had held “one international, 
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intercultural, inter-racial shared worship service.”  Reflecting on the event, Guest F’s pastor 

comments, “We can see that we are all headed in the same direction, even though we are 

different.”  Thinking about Guest F’s approach to facility-sharing, he cites the understanding that 

“we are all together in the kingdom of heaven.” 

Describing reasons why members join the congregation, Guest F’s pastor cites, “cultural 

connections.”  He talks about how they share the same upbringing from where they grew up in 

their homelands in Africa.  Many are refugees who have been resettled by the government or are 

coming out of resettlement.  Members of the congregation try to support one another.  Those 

who have been in the U.S. longer assist newcomers with assimilating into the new culture in 

which they find themselves, a major part of Guest F’s mission and identity.  The pastor also 

speaks about the congregation’s broader approach to being church: “We are called to bring 

everyone in.  We bring people to the Lord in prayer and see where it goes from there.”  

Guest F is grateful to have a regular place to worship and the congregation values their 

relationship with a congregation that they describe as “kind and generous.”  However, there are 

some challenges for Guest F in the current facility-sharing arrangement.  In the pastor’s words:  

It’s difficult when you do not have a place of your own.  There are limits 

for us, especially times of services and events.  We may want to meet 

earlier on Sundays (current worship time is 12:30 p.m.) or host an event, 

but it is already reserved for the host or other groups who may rent the 

space in which we meet. 

 

Transportation to the host’s facility is another area of concern.  Many members live in the city 

located about fifteen miles away.  Many of the city residents do not have their own means of 

transportation.  On Sundays, some members who own vehicles make five and six fifteen-mile 

trips to pick up other members.  Drivers continue to pick up members after the service begins, 
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and thereby missing parts of Guest F’s time together in worship.  And, the pastor says, “making 

so many trips is very tiring.” 

 In the future, Guest F’s pastor envisions the congregation owning its own facility and 

having multiple cell groups reaching the city in which many members currently live.  Guest F’s 

mission priorities include Dulles Types 4 and 5.  Guest F’s pastor talked about connecting people 

with Jesus, an evangelical focus.  He also emphasized the care members provide for one another, 

especially for those newly arriving in the U.S. from African countries.  This reflects the serving 

emphasis of Type 5.  For now, the current facility-sharing arrangement provides a much-

appreciated temporary shelter as they plan for a place that will better enable them to fulfill their 

vision for ministry.   

Summary Observations 

From Necessity to Ministry 

All the guest congregations needed space in which to worship.  Sometimes, the need was 

urgent, the result of an abrupt eviction from a previous location.  In other cases, the guest 

congregation was seeking a more appropriate facility.  As they settled into their new host 

congregations, several guest congregations discovered ministry opportunities unique to their 

current locations.  Guest D developed a relationship with a local school and provides support to 

the students and staff.  Guest B uses the large yard on site to host a community outdoor movie 

event.  The move to a more urban location led Guest A to become involved with a Sunday 

morning ministry to those experiencing homelessness and poverty. Guest B and Guest C 

emphasized the financial freedom of renting space.  Because they do not have to pay for the 
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upkeep of a building, they are able to pay a full-time pastor, to train pastors, support missionaries 

and/or invest in a discipleship program.   

Looking at shifts in ministry focus according to the Dulles typology, there appear to be 

several instances of movement toward or clear opportunities for movement toward Type 5 

(serving those who suffer).  Guest A’s pastor clearly observes Congregation A moving in this 

direction, especially engaging in ministry with people experiencing homelessness.  Guest B’s 

pastor and lay leader do not mention Type 5 directly.  However, one of the outreaches in the 

community is providing free oil changes, to meet a need in the neighborhood around the church.  

As Guest B increases connection with the community to share the Gospel (Type 4), they are also 

becoming more aware of ways to provide tangible care to their neighbors.  Guest E, now sharing 

a facility with an MCC congregation, is more directly aware of LGBTQ ministry needs and 

opportunities.  The Guest E’s pastor describes the congregation as struggling to serve those who 

suffer.  Members may feel called to serve in outreach efforts now available at this site.  The 

experience of facility-sharing provides new insights which can impact the mission trajectory of 

Guest E.  

In one case, a strong Type 5 congregation recognized a gift of Type 1 (tradition).  When 

Guest Congregation D moved into a more traditional-looking Christian worship space, some 

members had a chance to reconnect with architecture they had appreciated in previous home 

congregations.  Because many had experienced painful rejection from these congregations, being 

able to worship freely in an historically meaningful setting was healing.      
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Joy and Challenge in the Diversity of the Kingdom of God 

Guest congregations B and F voiced particular appreciation for sharing space with other 

Christian sisters and brothers.  They embrace a shared faith in Christ with their host 

congregations, even while their worship style and culture are different.   

In the year and a half in which Guest F has been involved in the current facility-sharing 

agreement, the congregation and the host participated in one joint multicultural event, a shared 

worship service.  At the meal following the service, attendees sampled a variety of foods, and the 

assigned seating ensured mingling of guest and host members.  Whether or not some more 

lasting personal connections between members of the guest and host congregations were 

established at that event, interviewees are unsure.  Guest F seeks both to nourish cultural 

connections to members’ countries of origin and to aid assimilation into the local culture.  

Sharing a facility with a congregation rooted in the area could foster cross-cultural relationships 

which may help more recent immigrant members of Guest F to settle into their new homes.      

In the case of Guest B, the divergent approaches to the use of the building have led to 

some struggles.  Guest B’s pastor is aware of the need for the congregations to prayerfully seek 

to understand one another when working through conflicts.  While Guest B holds fast to its 

traditions of adhering to historic confessional documents and worship practices, participating in a 

facility-sharing agreement may be softening some of their traditional and cultural understandings 

of church administration and organization.  Realizing the benefits of facility-sharing, especially 

being able to spend more capital on programs than on the property, Guest B’s leadership sees 

value in working with the host congregation to find common ground to better facilitate their life 

together. 
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The Importance of Sunday Morning 

Guest congregations place importance on being able to worship on Sunday and have 

changed locations in order to worship in the morning instead of in the afternoon or evening.  

Guest E moved into the current facility-sharing agreement after the previous host moved the 

beginning of Guest E’s service from 12:00 p.m. to 12:30 p.m.  Starting a half hour later in the 

afternoon, negatively impacted attendance.  Guest F would prefer to meet on Sunday mornings, 

but they know that is not an option in their current facility-sharing arrangement.  If a similar 

arrangement with a Sunday morning option became available, they would likely move.  Guest C 

and Guest D negotiated Sunday morning worship times with their respective host congregations.  

In both cases, to facilitate the agreement, the host adjusted their worship time to accommodate 

the guest congregations.  In the case of Guest D, this was to keep a similar worship time as in the 

previous location.  In the case of Guest C, their worship service moved from later in the day on 

Sundays to Sunday morning.  They experienced a significant increase in attendance.   

Personally, I was surprised by this emphasis on time of worship.  Some church members 

and potential congregants currently work on Sundays, and there are many activities held on 

Sundays that compete for people’s time.  I understand the need for a consistent meeting time, but 

I thought there might be more openness to a meeting time other than Sunday morning.  However, 

because worship services have historically been held on Sunday mornings, keeping to that 

schedule may attract those who seek to visit a worship service, and lead to greater attendance.  

Committed Christians who are seeking a new church home may already have arranged their 

schedules to be able to attend worship on Sunday morning.  A focus on holding the worship 

service on Sunday morning, the customary time, may point to an emphasis on tradition (Dulles 

Type 1) as a mission priority.  
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Sacred Space 

Many guest congregations journey toward a holy environment—sacred space that 

members associate with traditional Christian architecture and environments. Guest D’s pastor, 

for example, actually enjoyed worshiping in the industrial space of the congregation’s previous 

locations.  She was surprised by how meaningful it was for Guest D’s members to be in a 

traditional worship space when they moved into their current facility.  It has been healing for 

many to return to worship areas that look like those in which they may have first come to faith in 

Christ.  She observed that often members of this MCC congregation loved their home churches, 

until they weren’t welcome there.  Now they can worship authentically and fully in a traditional 

space that reconnects them with their respective Christian roots.          

In the case of Guest F, the congregation is struggling, because they left a more 

“traditional” church space and are now sharing a church-owned facility that is a converted office-

type space.  A parishioner reflected that we say the church is the people and not the building, but 

this doesn’t feel like church as “we are used to it.”  Guest B, located in a more traditional church 

facility, voiced that this was an important factor in entering into a facility-sharing arrangement.  

Guest A had been worshiping in a non-traditional worship space.  The pastor said that when they 

moved to the current host’s chapel, members were thrilled to see pews, a center aisle, and the 

altar.  For guest congregations who identify as Dulles Type 1 (emphasis on tradition), like Guests 

A and F, it is important that the worship space reflects a sense of traditional church space.  In the 

case of Guest D, a strong Dulles Type 5 (serving the suffering), it opened an avenue to reconnect 

with an aspect of tradition, namely traditional-looking church worship spaces.  Finding the 

“right” space often yields a sense of mission fulfillment for guests.  
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Role of Congregational Leaders 

When guests and hosts have different missional priorities, good working relationships 

among the pastors are highly important. Guest C’s pastor, for example, meets weekly with the 

host pastor.  Guest B’s pastor, involved in facility-sharing with a congregation primarily of a 

different ethnic and language background, remarked that if they could rewrite the current 

agreement they would build in formally scheduled meetings (monthly or quarterly) of pastors 

and/or congregational leaders.  These mutually agreed upon meetings would establish times to be 

together to pray, to check in, to possibly catch potential problems/conflicts between groups 

before they escalate.   

Change of pastoral leadership, especially of the host congregation, may lead to a guest 

congregation leaving.  In a previous church-sharing arrangement, Guest E’s pastor had the 

experience of having worked very closely with the called pastor and then the interim pastor.  The 

next called pastor did not relate to the congregation of Guest E and their pastor in the same way.  

He did not want to share ministry or to actively support the guest congregation’s ministry, 

Consequently, Guest E actively sought a new location in which to worship.   

Working well together, guest and host pastors can help each other fulfill disparate 

missional goals.  Guest D is strong Dulles Type 5 (serving the suffering), and the host is an 

equally strong Dulles Type 1 (emphasis on tradition).  While there have been some instances in 

which the host has been slow to respond to Guest D’s requests, the leaders of the congregations 

communicate regularly with one another and share some ministry.  The ability to address 

problems in the facility-sharing relationship smooths the way for each congregation to focus on 

its own primary mission.  
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Stances of National Denomination versus Life in Local Congregations 

Facility-sharing provides opportunities for some congregations to realign their 

understandings of mission more closely with their denominational priorities. Nationally, the 

UCC actively places emphasis on social justice issues.  However, this may not be the case at the 

local level.  This is understandable, since the UCC is a merged denomination.  Depending on the 

background of the congregation, they may lean more toward conservativism with an emphasis on 

the Dulles Type 1 priorities of tradition and stability.  Guest (MCC) D is very clearly Dulles 

Type 5 with a focus on serving others.  The host (UCC) congregation is invited to participate in 

events they hold, such as service projects and community speakers, but UCC host members 

rarely participate. In this instance, the realignment may not happen. 

In the case of Guest (Old Catholic) E, the national denominational documents actively 

support the LGBTQ community.  However, when beginning the facility-sharing agreement with 

the host (MCC) congregation, some members struggled with the host’s clear and intentional 

ministry with the LGBTQ community.  Facility-sharing may move participating congregations 

closer to their denominational priorities. 

Welcome and Hospitality 

 Among the guest narratives, there were a variety of experiences in the initiation of the 

facility-sharing agreements and the process of moving into the host’s facility.  Guest B was 

actively recruited by the current host.  Guest congregations C and D became aware that nearby 

congregations were actively seeking to bring renters into their buildings to supplement their 

income.  Guest congregations A and F were essentially evicted from their previous facility-

sharing agreements and searching for new places to worship at short notice.  Their current host 

congregations opened their buildings to them within days or in less than a month. 
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 Some host congregations made significant adjustments to accommodate guest 

congregations, including adjustments to worship time and building upgrades.  In the case of 

Guest D, however, the host delayed acting on a central request negotiated when the facility-

sharing arrangement began. 

 Guest E’s host congregation extended extravagant hospitality to them—initially by 

responding quickly to the inquiry about renting worship space and finalizing a sharing agreement 

and, secondly, by physically journeying with them as they moved from the previous location into 

their facility. 

 Being a guest teaches manners and courtesy, while being a host teaches invitational grace 

and hospitality. In the sharing experience, these leanings can become more than etiquette: they 

become congregations’ new missions and identity. 

Maintaining a “Building Search Committee” 

Whereas church facility owners usually have a standing property committee to oversee 

the maintenance of the building and grounds, most guest congregations have a standing 

committee that both monitors the facility-sharing agreement and keeps a lookout for a better 

facility, one that serves more completely who they are and what their mission may be.  Even for 

those congregations who appear to have found a good home, there seems to be an awareness that, 

given that they do not own their own facility, the congregation needs to be prepared to move.  

This is interesting in light of congregations that may cling to and invest in their buildings as a 

symbol of identity and permanence.  The sources of identity and permanence for guest 

congregations may more often come from the strength of the relationships among the members 

or from a clear mission statement than from building ownership.  
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Chapter 4: 

Host Congregation Journeys 

The host congregation narratives provide insight into each host congregation’s current 

location in the midst of its journey.  In all cases, the host congregation is sharing its facility with 

at least one other Christian congregation.  In some cases, a second congregation or ministry also 

shares space in the host congregation’s facility. 

The narratives are divided into three categories.  The first is named “Facility-Sharing Is a 

Way of Life.”  In these instances, the host congregation is currently involved in a facility-sharing 

agreement that is working well for one or more of the following reasons: 1) The host and guest 

congregations have a good working relationship, maybe even shared worship or another form of 

ministry.  2)  The facility meets or exceeds the needs of both congregations.  3)  The host pastor 

and leaders value facility-sharing with another congregation and articulate this vision to the 

congregation.  4)  Host congregation members are invested in facility-sharing.  5)  Facility-

sharing fits well with the mission priorities of the host congregation’s denominational affiliation.  

6)  Facility-sharing benefits the host congregation financially.  7)  Facility-sharing enables the 

host congregation to fulfill ministry priorities which the host congregation is unable to 

accomplish on its own.  8)  If the current guest congregation leaves the facility, another 

congregation would be actively welcomed. 

The second category is named “Facility-Sharing Is Temporary.”  In this case, there are 

noticeable challenges in the current facility-sharing agreement which could lead to the 

termination of the agreement.  Such challenges may include one or more of the following:  1) 

The host and guest congregation do not have a good working relationship.  2) Increased use of 
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certain areas is causing damage to the facility.  3) The host pastor and leaders do not actively 

support the facility-sharing agreement.  4)  Host congregation members do not support the 

facility-sharing agreement.  5)  If the current guest congregation leaves the facility, the host 

congregation would not actively seek to welcome a new congregation into the facility. 

The third category is named “Facility-Sharing Arrangements Beyond Host and Guest.”  

In one case, the two congregations jointly built and own the facility.  In the second narrative, one 

pastor is called to serve at both the host and guest congregations.   

The host narratives represent cases in which at least one interview with a pastor and/or 

lay leader was conducted.  Population estimates for the cities and towns come from the U.S. 

Census Bureau.53 To preserve the anonymity of the congregations, the exact website listings will 

not be cited, because they include the name of the town or city in which the congregations are 

located, which is kept confidential. 

Host Congregations for Whom Facility-Sharing Is a Way of Life 

Host Congregation G 

Background 

Host Congregation G, founded in 1787, is a member of Lutheran Churches in Mission for 

Christ (LCMC).  They entered into a facility-sharing agreement in 2014 with an Anglican 

Church of North America (ACNA) congregation.  The host congregation’s facility is located 

downtown in a city of 50,000 people.  Host G’s average worship attendance is forty.  The median 

age of those attending is in the older sixties.  The economic status of the predominantly white 
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membership is middle class.  The majority commute more than five miles to attend the 10:15 

a.m. Sunday worship service.  Host G currently shares the facility with Guest A, described in 

chapter 3, and one other congregation.  Host G’s membership has declined slightly over the past 

year. 

Sharing Story – Multiple Facility-Sharing Experiences 

The years from 2012 to 2017 were pivotal in the life of Host G.  The congregation was 

faced with a costly structural repair to their facility.  This event led to a deep conversation among 

the members about the mission of the congregation and its future.  On Sunday mornings, fifty 

congregants were gathering in a worship space in which over three hundred and fifty used to 

gather.  On Wednesdays, fifteen attended a noon worship in the chapel.  With few exceptions, 

the facility remained empty the rest of the week.   

At the same time, Host G was struggling with its relationship with the ELCA 

(Evangelical Lutheran Church in America).  The denomination published a new hymnal in 2006.  

In the hymnal and in other recent ELCA publications, Host G observed a departure from historic 

Lutheran confessions and traditional teaching.  The congregation entered into a period of 

discernment and evaluated its beliefs and ministry priorities.  They then reviewed documents of 

four Lutheran church bodies, including the ELCA.  Eventually, in 2017, Host G separated from 

the ELCA and joined LCMC, because it seemed more closely aligned with their beliefs. 

LCMC (Lutheran Congregations in Mission for Christ) is an association of 

congregations and individuals who are:  Free in Christ; Accountable to one 

another; Rooted in the Scriptures and the Lutheran Confessions; . . . And working 

together to fulfill Christ’s Great Commission to go and make disciples of all 

nations.54    
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Having recommitted themselves to sharing the Gospel and preparing to invest heavily in the 

building, Host G prayed about ways in which the facility could be better utilized in mission and 

ministry.  When the head of Guest A’s vestry approached Host G’s pastor about renting space to 

worship in 2014, it felt like an answer to prayer to the pastor and several lay leaders.   

Hosting Guest A brings more people through the doors and another worship opportunity 

into the building.  Host G’s and Guest A’s services are similar liturgically.  The pastors 

encourage members to attend each other’s services, if they have a time conflict with their own.  

Host G worships at 10:15 a.m., and Guest A worships at 9:00 a.m. The congregations have 

shared Maundy Thursday and Good Friday services.  Host G and Guest A worship in their own 

spaces on Sundays; Host G in the nave and Guest A in the chapel.  Host G worships in the chapel 

on Wednesdays.  The two congregations share expenses for oil for the candles in the chapel and 

for palms for Palm Sunday.  In addition to shared worship, Host G and Guest A jointly run a 

Sunday morning neighborhood ministry program.  

 Shortly after Host G entered into a facility-sharing agreement with Guest A, another 

congregation approached Host G about renting space for worship.  This potential guest 

congregation was an independent Spanish-speaking congregation in the Baptist tradition.  The 

pastor, fluent in Spanish and English, worked full-time as a translator.  The congregation met on 

Saturday afternoons.  This guest congregation desired a more informal space and preferred to use 

the fellowship hall, instead of the nave or the chapel.  The space and time worked with Host G’s 

schedule.  Experiencing a positive relationship with Guest A, Host G entered into a second 

facility-sharing agreement with another guest congregation. 

From 2014 through the time of the interview, Host G has welcomed six different 

congregations into its facility.  In addition to Guest A and the other congregation listed above, 
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descriptions of the guest congregations include an independent congregation whose members 

had ties to Haiti and worshiped in Creole, French, and English; a Mennonite congregation; and 

two predominantly African- American congregations in the Baptist tradition.  Currently, Guest A 

and a Baptist congregation share the facility with Host G.  Five different areas of the facility 

have been or are currently being used for worship, including the nave, the chapel, fellowship 

hall, the basement, and a large meeting room on the second floor.  At one point, four 

congregations held five worship services per week attended by over one hundred and thirty 

people.   

Each guest pastor has been or is bi-vocational.  Host G’s pastor is the only full-time pastor in 

the facility.  The pastor of the Mennonite congregation referred to her as the building pastor.  As 

Host G continues to engage in facility-sharing, overseeing and coordinating the variety of 

ministries and events related to all the congregations has become part of her call.  

In reviewing the Dulles’ typology to describe the mission orientation of Host G, the pastor 

and lay leader differed in their assessment.  The pastor, ten years at the congregation, identifies 

Host G as a strong Type 1, a place where tradition and good order are important.  In recent years, 

she observed some leaning toward Type 5 (serving the suffering) and toward Type 4 

(proclaiming the Gospel).  The lay leader, an active member for over seventy-five years, sees the 

congregation as having a long history of being Type 5, serving the community.  The difference in 

responses may be explained by the fact that the lay leader has a long history with the 

congregation and its past outreach ministries while the current pastor has experience with the 

current, older congregation which has fewer outreach ministries.  

Living with other Christian congregations has provided learning opportunities for Host G.  In 

one case, fellowship committee members expressed concern that Host G’s food supplies were 
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disappearing from the kitchen shared with guest congregations.  The pastor spoke with leaders of 

the other congregations and discovered that one of the guest congregations was struggling to feed 

children who were coming to Sunday school hungry.  The guest congregation transported 

children to church through a van ministry.  Many came from homes experiencing poverty, and, 

in some cases, a parent was in prison.  Some of the guest congregation’s members and leaders 

also struggled financially.      

Host G’s membership is predominantly middle class.  Most have more than enough supplies 

in their homes to provide meals for their children.  The pastor explained the situation to the 

leader of the fellowship committee.  Shortly thereafter, she and others began donating breakfast 

items for the guest’s Sunday school ministry.  Leadership from both congregations began 

working together to meet the needs of the children.   

A second learning opportunity involved a change to the physical space in which a guest 

congregation worshiped.  When the facility-sharing began, the guest congregation worshiped 

seated on chairs in a large meeting room.  A local congregation had closed and wanted to donate 

the pews to the guest congregation.  The guest pastor approached Host G’s pastor about 

replacing the chairs with pews.  He explained that the pews would make the area feel more like a 

church, and he believed that the change would help the congregation to grow.   

Initially Host G’s pastor wanted to deny the request.  Two years prior, Host G hosted a 

conference in the building which included the use of the meeting room used by the guest 

congregation.  Tables and chairs were rearranged for large and small group work throughout the 

event.  This would no longer be possible with pews secured to the floor.  The only other large 

flexible space in the facility is the fellowship hall, which is often occupied.   
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In prayerful discussion, Host G’s leaders observed that they had not used the meeting room 

since the guest congregation entered the space over a year ago.  There were no future plans to 

hold a conference like the one held a few years ago.  Host G and Guest A worshiped in 

traditional-looking spaces with pews and could understand how the look and feel of the worship 

space can impact members and visitors.   

Host G stored the chairs, and the guest congregation’s members were able to worship seated 

in pews.  The guest congregation continued to struggle with declining membership.  Eventually, 

they merged into a Baptist congregation a few blocks away.  Within a few weeks of their 

departure, a new congregation approached Host G about worship space.  They were thrilled to 

enter a space that looked like a church, complete with pews. 

Several years ago, Host G adopted a slogan, “Sharing Christ’s Love in the City.”  Host G’s 

pastor realizes that the congregation continues to struggle to live into this mission.  Welcoming 

guest congregations whose backgrounds and worship style are different from their own helps 

them to grow in Christian ministry with a greater diversity of people than if they were on their 

own in their large building. 

Host Congregation H 

Background 

Host Congregation H, founded in 1981, is a non-denominational congregation.  In 2004, 

Host H entered into a facility-sharing agreement with a non-denominational congregation that 

holds worship services in Spanish.  Located in a city of 50,000 people, Host H’s average worship 

attendance is twenty to twenty-five.  The age range of those attending is three to ninety-five, and 

the economic status of the members ranges from those who contribute significant funds to those 

who are struggling.  The congregation is predominantly African American, and the majority 
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commute more than five miles to attend the 10:15 a.m. Sunday worship service.  The 

membership is growing.   

Sharing Story – Supporting Ministry in the Neighborhood  

 In 2007, leaders from two different Spanish-speaking congregations approached Host H 

about renting space for worship.  Host H’s leadership board chose to pursue a potential facility-

sharing arrangement with the first congregation and asked the pastor to be in conversation with 

the potential guest congregation’s leadership.  Due to misunderstandings in conversation (Host 

H’s pastor does not speak Spanish), Host H’s pastor began negotiating with the second 

congregation who approached them.  By the time the mistake was realized, an agreement had 

already been made with the second congregation.  Host H’s pastor and leadership apologized to 

the first congregation and told them that they would not be able to offer them an agreement.  

Host Pastor H, who is an African American, talked about confronting her own racism, which 

contributed to the situation.  

 One reason that Host H was open to facility-sharing agreement was that they thought it 

would help their congregation financially.  They thought this arrangement could increase fiscal 

stability, because they were simply surviving at the time.  A year after the arrangement with the 

guest congregation began, internal analysis revealed that the Host H was actually losing money 

rather than gaining.  Host H’s leadership considered increasing the guest congregation’s financial 

contribution.  Before Host H communicated a potential increase in financial contribution to the 

guest, the guest congregation approached them about lowering the rent they pay, because they 

had lost some of their members.  Host H’s leadership honored the request to lower the financial 

contribution.  They decided to view their support of the congregation as an outreach ministry 

taking place in the building. 
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 Host H’s leadership was likely influenced by their pastor’s vision for use of a church 

facility.  Host H’s pastor traces her perspective on facility-sharing to a field education experience 

when she was in seminary.  The congregation where she served in field education entered into a 

facility-sharing agreement with another congregation.  She observed conflict.  Some host 

members embraced the guest members, and others acted as if they didn’t want them there.  She 

recalls that the congregation may have entered into facility-sharing for financial benefit.  

However, she sensed that the pastor, whom she describes as a “loving people person,” was 

primarily motivated to create more ministry in the building. 

Since then, facility-sharing has been on this pastor’s mind.  She says she hates to see big 

buildings, especially churches, open only one or one and a half days a week.  She also views 

facility-sharing as a way to break down barriers between denominations.  In her opinion, if 

congregations are called to share the gospel of Jesus Christ and to minister to all people, then 

congregations should be open to sharing their buildings with other congregations and ministries. 

 Host H’s pastor seeks, therefore, to have activity in the building seven days a week.  Host 

H’s facility is located behind a convenience store.  Daily, trash and drug paraphernalia are strewn 

across the area.  Host H members spend a lot of time cleaning up around the facility.  The pastor 

observes that more people coming in and out of the church building deters loitering in the 

convenience store parking lot, which translates into less trash on the ground.   

 Since welcoming the guest congregation into the building, Host H’s pastor has worked 

closely with them.  She is bi-vocational and, in addition to church responsibilities, works with a 

local relief agency.  She helps connect guest members experiencing needs with the appropriate 

services that provide food and medical care.  A few years into the facility-sharing agreement, 

Pastor H became aware of a struggle within the guest congregation.  Guest members spoke of 
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concerns about their pastor to her.  Since then, Host H’s pastor has worked with the guest 

congregation’s pastor and leadership team to help resolve matters.  The guest pastor resigned, 

and another leader began serving in pastoral leadership.  Host H’s pastor supported the guest 

congregation as it reorganized into a new congregation, continuing to minister to the Spanish-

speaking community in the area.  Some guest members left.  As the new guest congregation 

became established, visitors came and joined.   

 In 2014, Host H welcomed a community service group into the facility.  Members of 

several area Mennonite congregations felt called to minister to children in Host H’s section of 

the city.  Once a week, fifty children meet in Host H’s facility for worship, Christian instruction, 

and fellowship.  The ministry provides van transportation.  As a small congregation, Host H does 

not have sufficient human resources to provide this much-needed outreach to children in the 

neighborhood.  Host H does not charge this guest ministry for the use of the building, because 

they see the group as providing ministry that they themselves feel called to provide.  The guest 

ministry participates in clean-up days, assists with building repairs, and offers contributions 

toward heating the building in the winter. 

 Host H’s pastor and a lay leader view the congregation as Dulles Type 3 (celebrating the 

connection between the human and the divine).  Both talk about the centrality of worship and 

how meaningful the weekly Sunday services are to them.  The lay leader speaks of a definite 

sense of God’s presence among them when the congregation gathers in the building.  The lay 

leader speculates that the pastor may see the congregation more as Dulles Type 5 (serving the 

suffering).  The pastor names Type 5 as the second strongest ministry focus. 

 Currently, Host H’s building houses active ministry six days a week.  Local children and 

Spanish-speaking neighbors connect to Christ through the services provided by the guest 
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congregation and guest ministry, outreach that Host H cannot provide on its own.  Host H does 

not benefit financially by hosting these ministries.  Host H supports these ministry partners who 

work alongside them as fellow laborers in the Gospel.  

Host Congregation I 

Background 

Host Congregation I, founded in 1980, is a member of the Metropolitan Community 

Church (MCC).  They entered into a facility-sharing agreement in 2019 with an Old Catholic 

Church congregation.  Host I’s facility is located in a city of 50,000 people and has an average 

worship attendance of forty.  The age range of those attending is twenty-five to eighty-seven, 

with only a small number in their twenties and thirties.  The economic status of the members is 

described by the pastor as mixed: some retired professionals, some lower-middle-class, and some 

on disability.  The congregation is mostly white, with some Hispanic members.   The majority 

commute more than five miles to attend the 10:00 a.m. Sunday worship service.  Membership 

size is holding steady with an increased number of visitors.  Host I shares a facility with Guest E 

described in chapter 3. 

Sharing Story – Knowing How to Welcome Others  

When Host I was first formed, the congregation met in homes and storefronts.  They also 

shared a facility with a Quaker Meeting for a period of time.  Host I owns its facility, a renovated 

courthouse, and has been meeting there for twenty-seven years.  Because Host I began as a guest 

congregation renting space in other buildings, they understand, in the senior pastor’s words, 

“church in a box—being a travelling church.” 
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 Host I’s pastor responded to an email from Guest E’s priest.  In the message, he inquired 

about possible locations in which the congregation would be able to meet.  Within hours, Host 

I’s senior pastor responded, inviting Guest E to visit Host I’s facility.  Within days, the 

congregations came to an agreement.  Host I’s senior pastor and Guest E’s priest had known 

each other for several years.  They both serve on an interfaith committee that has been meeting in 

Host I’s facility for many years.  Host I’s pastors, senior and associate, and Guest E’s priest 

negotiated the logistics of the agreement: times, space usage, financial contribution.  Host I’s 

senior pastor asked what amount of money would work for the Guest E, sharing with him that 

she didn’t want Guest E congregation to struggle.  Host I’s senior pastor informed Host I’s board 

about the arrangements.  Guest E’s priest did not meet with the board prior to beginning to meet 

in Host I’s facility.  However, he was already acquainted with some of the board members. 

 At the time of the interview, the congregations had been sharing the facility for five 

weeks.   There was already clear signage for Guest E visible from the parking area.  Bulletin 

boards and tables with information about both congregations graced the lobby.  A photo of Host 

I’s building was on the front of Guest E’s introductory brochure.  

Host I created designated storage spaces for Guest E’s vestments and prayer books.  

Storage space inside the altar has been divided in half to be utilized by both congregations.  

Guest E receives mail at Host I’s facility.  There is not a designated office for them, but Guest 

E’s priest and members can hold meetings in the conference room. 

Both congregations use the worship space.  Host I’s worship service is at 10:00 a.m.  

Some of Guest E’s members arrive at about 11:30 a.m. to set up for a 12:00 p.m. service.  Host 

I’s senior pastor commented that some of Host I’s members are former Roman Catholics, and 

they occasionally stay for Guest E’s services.   
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 There are plans for some collaborative ministry, including a joint Christmas Eve worship 

service and a Christmas play or program to be held on another day. Guest E will soon be 

celebrating its 25th anniversary, and Host I’s choir will be singing at the service.  The leaders of 

the congregations hope to share Lenten activities.  A lay leader for Host I expects there will be 

even more combined services and events in the future as the congregations continue living 

together in the facility. 

  Reflecting on welcoming Guest E into the facility, Host I’s senior pastor says, “We do 

what we need to do to make people feel welcome.”  A detailed description of Host I’s process of 

assisting Guest E to move into Host I’s facility as presented in chapter 3. Welcoming a guest 

congregation into the facility has long been part of Host I’s senior pastor’s vision.  When she 

began serving at the congregation, she told the leadership and members that she wanted to see 

the building used more than one time on Sunday mornings.  Currently several organizations meet 

in Host I’s facility and receive mail there. 

 Host I’s senior pastor views the congregation a strong Dulles Type 5 (serving the 

suffering).  They have several ministries to the homeless, both locally and outside the state.  Host 

I is preparing to take supplies to the Carolinas for post-hurricane relief.  She sees the 

congregation as least like Type 1 (traditions and stability).  The lay leader also identified the 

congregation as most like Type 5 and least like Type 1.  The associate pastor struggled with this 

assessment, noting the importance of the tradition of communion; MCC congregations offer 

communion weekly.  However, overall, he agreed that Type 5 values are central to the 

congregation.     

Reflecting on why people attend Host I, the senior pastor remarked that, in an MCC 

congregation, people know it is safe to be who they are. She often hears comments indicating 
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that the congregation feels like a home where people can be accepted.  It’s rather like the 

churches members loved when they were younger, before they were thrown out.  

While new to facility-sharing with another Christian congregation, Host I’s pastor sees 

such an arrangement as a longer-term way of life for the congregation.  She indicated that if they 

ever left their current facility, they would want Guest E to move with them.  If the new facility 

would have sufficient space, she would welcome additional congregations to join them. 

Host Congregation J 

Background  

Host Congregation J, affiliated with the Church of the Brethren, began as part of a multi-

point charge, but sixty-five years ago became a single free-standing congregation.  They entered 

into a facility-sharing agreement in 2016 with a Presbyterian Church in America (PCA) 

congregation.  Host J’s facility is located in a residential area of a town of 8,200 people.  The 

average worship attendance is one hundred ten.  The pastor describes the age of those attending 

worship as “sixty percent over sixty.”  Commenting on the economic status of the members, the 

pastor says that some do well, and others live paycheck to paycheck.  The congregation is mostly 

white.  Fifty percent, maybe more, of the members commute more than five miles to attend the 

9:00 a.m. Sunday worship service.  The congregation’s membership is growing.  Host J shares a 

facility with Guest C described in chapter 3. 

Sharing Story – Host and Guest Are Growing 

Host J’s pastor speaks of walking into a facility-sharing experience when he began 

serving the congregation a year ago.  At that time, Host J had been sharing its building with a 

guest congregation for over a year.  Host J’s pastor believes the decision to enter into a facility-
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sharing agreement was motivated both by financial need and by a desire to serve the kingdom of 

God.  Members of the two congregations know each other, because they live in the same 

community.  It is an opportunity for neighbors to help neighbors.   

Host J’s pastor was aware that the guest congregation had been worshiping on Sunday 

evenings in their previous facility.  The guest congregation wanted to change to a Sunday 

morning start time.  The guest congregation pays a monthly rental fee.  Host J, the landlord, 

makes sure the areas utilized by the guest congregation are in good repair.  He said that he did 

not know how the congregations arrived at the current terms of the agreement, such as the 

current worship times; host at 9:00 a.m. and guest at 11:00 a.m.  Host J’s congregation and 

pastor continue to honor the terms of the three-year agreement.   

The congregations support each other’s programs.  When one is collecting items for a 

specific outreach, the other congregation will contribute.  Host J holds Bible School and an 

outdoor movie at which guest members have volunteered and attended. There is no shared 

worship, and members rarely attend each other’s services because the style of worship is 

different.   

In terms of the Dulles typology, Host J’s pastor sees the congregation primarily as Type 5 

(serving the suffering), closely followed by Type 4 (proclaiming the Gospel).  He speaks of the 

congregation as being firmly in the tradition of the Church of the Brethren, which is very 

service-oriented; connecting with people and connecting them to ministry.  The movie night is an 

opportunity to connect and build relationships with people in the community, which may lead to 

neighbors worshiping together in the congregation.  

Host J’s pastor describes an intentional return to Christ-centered worship during his 

tenure.  A cross and communion table are now front and center in the worship space.  When he 
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arrived, there was no focal point, like a cross, in the front of the worship space.  The communion 

table was located to one side of the worship space and used as a resting place for out-of-season 

decorations.  He talks about the congregation falling in love with Jesus all over again.   

He acknowledges that the congregation had been through some struggles which led to a 

decline in membership.  Now membership is growing.  The guest congregation’s membership is 

also growing.  This strains some of the facility’s resources, such as parking and restrooms, and 

hallways are sometimes crowded.    

Reflecting on how facility-sharing has impacted Host J’s mission and ministry, Host J’s 

pastor has a positive view.  He talks about celebrating the kingdom of God and growing with the 

guest congregation: “It’s not all about our congregation.”  In keeping with the Brethren tradition, 

he stresses Kingdom building.  It has strengthened Host J’s congregation.  Host J’s pastor says 

facility-sharing with a different Christian congregation has helped Host J to welcome Christians 

from other traditions into their own congregation.  Host J’s leadership is looking at renovating 

underutilized areas of their facility to better accommodate the growing congregations and to 

welcome other community organizations into the facility. 

Host Congregation for Whom Facility-Sharing Is Temporary 

Host Congregation K 

Background 

Host Congregation K, founded in 1984, is non-denominational.  They entered into a 

facility-sharing agreement in 2018 with another non-denominational congregation that ministers 

to African immigrants.  The host congregation’s facility is located in a rural area outside a town 

of close to 14,000 people.  Host K’s average Sunday worship attendance is 230.  There is no 
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predominant age group.  The economic status of the members is largely middle class to lower 

class.  The congregation is white.  The majority commute more than five miles to attend the 8:30 

a.m. and the 10:30 a.m. worship services.  The congregation’s membership is growing.  Host K 

shares a facility with Guest F described in chapter 3.     

Sharing Story – Struggling in Life Together 

There was an initial meeting with Guest F’s pastor and his wife with Host K’s elder team.  

They explained that Guest F had been worshiping somewhere else in the area.  One Sunday, they 

came to worship and found a sign on the door saying that they couldn’t meet there anymore.  

Shortly thereafter, Guest F’s pastor happened to be driving by Host K’s building and stopped in.  

One of Host K’s pastors and the secretary were there.   

The leaders of Host K and Guest F congregations discussed details of a potential facility-

sharing agreement.  Guest F originally asked for a 12:00 p.m. start time for worship, but Host K 

is still finishing up their service at that time, so all agreed on 12:30 p.m. worship start time for 

Guest F.  Host K saw nothing to prevent opening the building to Guest F, who shortly thereafter 

began worshiping in Host K’s facility.   

 Prior to welcoming Guest F into the facility, Host K had recently completed a building 

renovation.  They built an addition to provide office space for the church administrator and 

separate offices for the senior and associate pastors.  The addition also included a rental area 

available to the community.  The features include a multipurpose room, a kitchenette, a 

bathroom, and storage areas.   This part of the addition is separated from the rest of the facility 

by a locked door and has its own entrance from the outside.  The key for the rental area is 

different from the one which opens the rest of Host K’s facility.  Events such as wedding 

receptions and other parties are held in this space. 
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 Host K may not have envisioned another congregation using the rental area on a regular 

basis.  Because an appropriate and secured space had already been created, Host K was able to 

welcome Guest F into their facility within a short period of time.  Guest F has designated storage 

space in the rental area.  Each Sunday, they set up for worship.  At the conclusion of the service, 

they return their materials to the designated storage areas.  Throughout the week, other events 

take place in that space. 

Host K and Guest F have shared two worship experiences.  Host K’s associate pastor and 

some Host K members were preparing for a mission trip to Africa.  Wanting to get a feel for the 

worship and culture they would experience there, the mission team attended one of Guest F’s 

worship services.  Host K’s associate pastor has ties to Africa prior to and separate from his 

relationship with Guest F.  He previously traveled there on mission work.  

The other shared worship experience was initiated by Host K’s youth group.  The youth 

wanted to host an intergenerational worship service, followed by a meal.  The meal would take 

place in the rental space at the time when Guest F regularly worships there.  Rather than asking 

Guest F to change their worship time, the youth decided to make the event intercultural and 

intergenerational.  Guest congregation F was invited to attend and to assist in leading Host K’s 

Sunday 10:30 a.m. worship service.   

Both congregations provided food for the meal following worship.  It was a huge buffet 

of African cuisine and food native to the area of Pennsylvania in which Host K is located.  

People were intentionally seated so that they could meet and get to know members of the other 

congregation.   

The whole day was a blending of cultures and styles.  For some, this event was a very 

positive experience.  Host K members experienced music and dance which are part of Guest F’s 
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worship traditions and had the opportunity to taste food from various parts of Africa.  Host K’s 

associate pastor is aware that some Host K members lack any enthusiasm for the experience.  

“They were stretched far out of their comfort zone and were happy to be back to normal the next 

week.”   

A significant number of children from both congregations attended the intercultural 

event.  Host K’s associate pastor observed different parenting styles.  Host K’s parents kept their 

children seated close to them.  Several Guest F families allowed their children to roam freely 

throughout the worship space.  Host K’s pastor attributed this to cultural differences.  He 

mentioned that Guest F’s pastor, who has lived in the U.S. for over ten years, works full time in 

refugee resettlement.  Guest F’s pastor tries to help newly arrived families understand North 

American cultural expectations.  Some of this work happens within Guest F’s congregation. 

When asked how he works through cultural challenges in the facility-sharing 

arrangement, Host K’s associate pastor talks about sitting down with Guest F’s pastor over 

coffee.  At these meetings, he expresses his Christian love for the guest congregation and asks 

them to respect the boundaries set by Host K.  He cites receiving the rent as the biggest 

challenge.  Host K understands that Guest F struggles financially because many members are 

newly arrived immigrants who are looking for employment.  Therefore, Host K charges them 

less rent than they charge other groups.  Even at the discounted rate, Guest F has often missed 

payments.  Each time this happens, members of Host K’s leadership team discuss the facility-

sharing arrangement.  The following questions are raised: “Do we require back payments?”  “Do 

we forgive the missed payments?”  “Do we ask them to leave?”  Host K leaders are also 

concerned about the visible wear and tear on the carpet in the multi-purpose room in which 
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Guest F meets for worship, even though they admit that they did not make a wise choice in color 

and quality of the carpet.   

Examining Host K’s mission according to the Dulles’ typology, the associate pastor sees 

Type 3 (church as a place connecting the human and the divine) and Type 5 (serving the 

suffering) as most representative of the congregation.  For Host K’s members, “the church is 

where we celebrate the connection between the human and divine and that leads us to serve 

others.”  Over the past year, Host K held a three-day conference on healing and two training 

sessions on how to minister with people experiencing mental illness.  

He describes Host K as an authentic and real community, not “showy.”  People don’t 

dress up to come to worship.  They come as they are.  Host K’s office administrator, also a 

member, says the congregation excels at offering hospitality, making visitors feel welcome.  She 

feels the congregation is like a family that cares for its members, and they gather together to be 

fed by the Word.  She sees the congregation as most like Dulles Type 4 (proclaiming the 

Gospel).  The associate pastor identified Type 4 as his own missional priority but views the 

congregation as Types 3 and 5. 

Asked to reflect on Host K’s understanding of mission when they received Guest F’s 

request, Host K’s associate pastor responded, “We believe the kingdom of God is global, not 

limited by language or color, and it makes sense to open our doors when we have a global mind 

for mission.”  He talks about the building as a tool to further the kingdom of God.  Guest F 

needed space, and it was an easy decision to welcome them into the building. 

Host K continues to re-evaluate the facility-sharing arrangement.  Living together has 

highlighted ways in which cultural differences strain the arrangement.  Currently, Host K’s 

associate pastor and Guest F’s pastor meet when there are issues to discuss.  Host K’s pastor is 
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considering setting a regular meeting schedule (monthly or bi-monthly).  More frequent 

communication may prevent misunderstandings from blossoming into larger conflicts.  Host K 

continues to wrestle with the financial part of the facility-sharing agreement.  It is possible that 

this facility-sharing agreement will not be long-term.     

Other Journeys: Jointly Owned Facility 

Congregations L and M 

Background 

Congregation L, affiliated with the United Church of Christ (UCC), and Congregation M, 

affiliated with the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA), are part of a Union Church 

that has been in continual ministry since 1853.  The jointly-owned facility is located in a rural 

area outside a town of 15,600 people.   Around 130 attend a single, joint worship service.  At the 

time of the interview, an interim UCC pastor is serving both the UCC and ELCA congregations.  

The age of those attending is mostly in the sixties and seventies with some younger working 

families.  The economic status of the members is described by the pastor as middle class, with 

some who struggle financially.  There are also some farming families among the members.  The 

congregation is ethnically white.  Many commute more than five miles to attend the 10:15 a.m. 

Sunday worship service.  Congregation L’s membership size is stable, declining only slightly.  

Congregation M’s membership is declining. 

Facility-Sharing as Primary Identity  

The Union Church began with a bequest of land for the purpose of building a German 

Reformed and Lutheran Church and burial ground.    Throughout most of the Union Church’s 

history, each congregation, UCC and ELCA, was served by its own called pastor.  There were 
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two worship services on Sunday mornings with joint Sunday School in between.  Congregation 

L and Congregation M would alternate between the early and late services.   

In 2015, the last ELCA pastor retired.  Congregation M struggled to call an ELCA pastor 

to their congregation, which had experienced a decline in membership.  Congregation M’s 

governing board approached Congregation G’s leaders about sharing the services of the called 

UCC pastor.  The congregations worked out an arrangement based on the percentage of members 

in the Union.  For example, if the Union Church has one hundred members, and forty belonged 

to one of the congregations, that congregation would pay forty percent of the pastor’s salary.  

When the congregations began sharing a pastor, they also moved to holding one joint 

Sunday morning service at 10:15 a.m.  Even when each congregation held its own service, some 

members would attend each other’s services.  Those who preferred an earlier or later service 

would consistently attend at that time, regardless of whether the UCC or ELCA pastor was 

preaching.  Therefore, it was not especially jarring for the two congregations to merge in 

worship.   

Congregation L and Congregation M each have their own membership rolls, governing 

boards, and bank accounts.  Members of both congregations serve on a joint council and a joint 

treasury committee.  Monthly operating costs are shared based on the percentage of membership 

in the Union Church, in the same way the pastor’s salary is divided.   

While administrative and financial boundaries are clear, most ministry is shared.  

Congregations L and M hold joint Sunday School, Vacation Bible School, and a Memorial Day 

Service in the cemetery.  Once a month, the members of the Union Church serve a free 

community meal in town.   
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 The church grounds include an area where auctions are hosted.  Congregation L and 

Congregation M sell food at the auctions. There is a strict schedule of alternated hosting of the 

auction sales.  The proceeds benefit the congregation serving that day. 

Looking at the Dulles typology, the pastor views the mission orientation of Congregation 

L and Congregation M differently.  Congregation L (UCC) is most like Type 3; the church is 

where the connection between the human and the divine is celebrated.  He also thinks they lean a 

little toward Type 5, serving those who are hurting.  However, he thinks they could do more in 

this area of ministry.  Congregation M (ELCA) is Type 1.  They value tradition and stability.  

Congregation M is least in line with Type 5. 

Joint worship impacts both congregations. There have been changes in the format of the 

service.  At first, on communion Sundays, distribution of the elements would alternate between 

pew communion, traditional to Congregation L (UCC), and rail communion, traditional to 

Congregation M (ECLA).  Eventually, the Lutherans indicated that they would prefer 

consistently communing in the pews, because it was easier for their older members.  The UCC 

communed with only grape juice and the Lutherans with only wine.  In the joint worship, both 

options are available in communion trays.  The pastor wonders if some levity during the worship 

service is new, possibly to both congregations.  He talks about sharing a humorous anecdote and 

observing the congregation “belly-laughing.”  He remembers it, because he had the sense that 

neither congregation has a history of enjoying a lighter moment in worship.   

Reflecting on Congregation L’s and Congregation M’s life together, he thinks each group 

helps each other to be the best they can be.  They care for one another in times of illness and 

death.  Sharing a facility for over one hundred years, many families are intertwined.  When there 

is a marriage of a member of Congregation L to a member of Congregation M, one spouse may 
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transfer to the other congregation, so that the new family unit has membership in one 

congregation.  

Congregations L and M value their historic identity as a Union Church.  After decades in 

the current arrangement, they are accustomed to sharing the facility as distinct congregations.  

This can lead to an interesting experience for first-time worshipers.  Each congregation, UCC 

and ELCA, has their own visitor log at the entrance of the church building. The current pastor 

jokes that a visitor affiliated with another denomination or with no affiliation may not know what 

to do.  For example, a visitor might well ask, “If I am a Presbyterian, where do I sign in?”   

Congregation M has fewer members and continues to experience a decline in 

membership and resources.  If that trend continues, there may be a change in the structure of the 

facility-sharing arrangement.  The current interim perceives that, at this time, neither 

congregation is open to considering options, such as a merger into one of the two denominations 

or that both congregations leave their respective denominations and reaffiliate as a single 

congregation with another denomination.     

Host and Guest Share a Pastor  

Host Congregation N and Guest Congregation O 

Background and Sharing Story – Outreach Guest Outgrows Host 

Host N, an Evangelical Congregational congregation, is located in a city of 44,000 

people.  In 2000, they discerned a call to reach out to the Spanish-speaking community in their 

neighborhood.  With assistance from a local seminary, Host N participated in a denominational 

program aimed at reaching underserved communities.  Host N welcomed a new church start, a 

Spanish-speaking Evangelical Congregational congregation, Guest O, into their building.    
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Guest O’s pastor immigrated from the Dominican Republic.  Early in his ministry at 

Guest O, he recalls walking in the neighborhood of the church and striking up a conversation in 

Spanish.  The person with whom he was speaking asked at which congregation he served.  The 

pastor said the name.  The man replied, “That’s a white church.”  The pastor, thinking he was 

talking about the facade of the building, said, “No, it’s red brick.”  The man then made clear that 

he was talking about the people in the congregation.  The pastor said something like, “Well, I 

guess not anymore, because I am there.”  He comments that in the Dominican Republic there are 

so many different racial and ethnic groups everywhere that they don’t speak in terms of “white” 

or other racial groupings.  He wasn’t used to this type of language. 

A few years after the English-speaking congregation welcomed the new church start into 

the building, their pastor left.  Guest O’s pastor served as the interim for the English-speaking 

congregation.  Then he was called to be their pastor. 

Currently, seventy to eighty people attend worship at the Spanish-speaking congregation 

on Sunday afternoon.  When Guest O’s pastor began serving the English-speaking congregation, 

their worship attendance was twenty.  Now it has grown to be between thirty to forty.  Host 

congregation N worships in the morning on Sundays.  Afterwards, there is a time of fellowship 

while Guest congregation O arrives.  There is shared interaction at this time. 

Congregations N and O each have separate leadership boards.  Two joint events are a 

Christmas fellowship and an Easter breakfast.  The congregations have worshiped together.  The 

pastor comments that for some of the English-speaking worshipers, it was the first time in their 

lives that they had seen someone come forward for an altar call—coming to accept Jesus, instead 

of coming forward to receive communion. 
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Looking to the future, the pastor sees that the two separate worship services will remain, 

but the congregations may grow closer as one body.  He is working on joint leadership so that 

Congregations N and O can support each other, build each other up. 

Summary Observations 

Financial and Ministry Needs 

 Most hosts initially seek to share their facility because of perceived financial gain.  Hosts 

H and J cite financial need or benefit as a major factor in entering into a facility-sharing 

agreement.  Host J continues to rely on income from the guest congregation.  Within a year, Host 

H realized the guest congregation’s presence in the building was actually costing them more 

money than the income from rent offset.  At that point Host H decided to view the additional 

expense not covered by the guest’s financial contribution as money spent on outreach ministry.  

Host H saw the value of ministry provided by the guest, because it was service which they could 

not provide on their own. 

Ethnic and Immigrant Congregations 

Several host congregations, Hosts G, H, K, and N, share or have shared space with guest 

congregations whose members are of a different ethnic background, speak a different language, 

and/or are immigrants.  Due to the circumstances of the members, these guest congregations lack 

the financial resources to own their own building and, consequently, seek space in which to 

minister to their members.  The mission and ministry of immigrant congregations go beyond 

gathering for a worship service.  Often the leaders, clergy and lay, work with members to help 

them navigate life in their new country, providing for basic needs and connecting them with 

essential services, such as medical care and training for employment.   
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While members of ethnic and immigrant congregations value the connection to their 

home culture within their church families, facility-sharing with established English-speaking 

congregations can provide resources for assimilation.  Shared worship and fellowship gatherings 

may increase English language skills.  Host G’s pastor, at the invitation of a guest congregation 

ministering to Haitian immigrants, has preached at the guest’s worship service in English on a 

regular basis. 

Not all ethnic and immigrant congregations are guests.  In chapter 3, Guest B, an 

American congregation in the Lutheran tradition, rents space in a building owned by a 

congregation whose membership is primarily immigrants from an African nation.          

Vision for Mission and Ministry 

 Sharing often enhances the host’s understanding of mission.  Hosts G, H, and I are served 

by pastors who consistently promote stewardship of their respective church facilities.  They view 

the church building as a tool for Christian ministry beyond denominational or congregational 

boundaries.  Host G and Host H pastors identify needs in the community which cannot be met 

solely by their own congregations.  They emphasize how opening the facility to guest 

congregations enables vital ministry to take place.  Host N fostered a new church start in the 

building to reach Spanish-speaking neighbors.  Host I’s pastor is committed to welcoming 

groups and congregations in need of a home.  Three host pastors, at G, H, and I, speak about the 

respective facilities as places at which active ministry should take place often, beyond Sunday 

morning.  All three have long-term relationships with their congregations.  Each is over eight 

years into their current calls. 

 At Host Congregation I, the pastor’s welcoming vision is shared by the members and is in 

line with the mission priorities of the denomination, MCC.  All fit into Dulles Type 5, serving 
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the suffering.  In Host Congregations G, H, and K, there are vocal members who struggle with 

the practice of facility-sharing.  In the cases of G and H, the clear commitment of the pastors and 

key leaders eases the situation.  In the case of Host K, the leadership does not communicate the 

same level of commitment to the relationship with the guest congregation, which may eventually 

lead to termination of the agreement.     

 Host J’s pastor was called to a congregation already involved in facility-sharing.  He 

meets weekly with the guest pastor and works with Congregation J to honor the agreement.  Host 

J had been struggling and in decline when he arrived.  He credits sharing the building with 

Christians of another tradition as helping Host J to welcome new members of different faith 

backgrounds into their own congregation, which is now growing. 

The Nature of the Facility  

 Sharing has many implications for building usage and maintenance.  Host G owns a large 

facility that can easily house multiple worship services on a Sunday.  Other host facilities, H, I, J, 

and N, arrange for the congregations to utilize a single worship space at different times.  

Congregations L and M worship jointly at one service.  Host J is looking at ways of reclaiming 

building space that is underutilized to meet the needs of both growing congregations that meet in 

the facility. 

The cost of utilities and repairs due to wear on the facility is handled differently by the 

host congregations.  Congregations L and M divide all expenses by the percentage of members in 

the jointly owned facility.  Hosts G, H, and I subsidize the guest congregations, not wanting to 

overburden smaller, sometimes struggling congregations.  At Host H, the guest congregation and 

guest ministry group actively work with the host congregation to clean and care for the building.  
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Host K is currently discerning its policy regarding the guest congregation’s financial 

contribution. 

Facility-Sharing Brings the Unexpected 

 Sharing leads congregations to make adjustments they may never have considered prior 

to the experience.  In the case of Host J, the congregation changed its worship time to 

accommodate a Sunday morning worship time for the guest congregation.  Because 

Congregation M’s membership declined, they joined with congregation L for one joint worship 

service, instead of two, each in their own tradition.  Host I intentionally designated spaces for 

Guest E when they moved in, even dividing the storage space in the altar for use by both 

congregations.  Host congregations G, H, K, and N are interacting with Christians from different 

cultures and backgrounds.  These interactions have brought new perspectives into the church 

buildings and an invitation for the host congregation to consider their Christian faith and practice 

in new ways—in some cases, leading the host congregation into a time of struggle and 

discernment.    

 Host K, predominantly white and middle class, continues to evaluate its sharing 

agreement with Guest F.  The guest congregation, with many members who are newly arrived 

African immigrants, struggles to pay the monthly financial contribution.  Host K is still 

discerning how to handle the unpredicted financial situation and the unexpected lack of 

enthusiasm for sharing among some members.    

Host H chose to lower the financial contribution of the Spanish-speaking guest 

congregation when they had trouble making their financial contribution.  When the guest 

congregation entered their facility, Host H thought they would benefit financially.  As Host H’s 

pastor worked with the guest congregation, she became aware of members, some immigrants, 
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who struggled to meet basic needs in their households.  When it came time to decide on how to 

continue the facility-sharing agreement, Host H accepted a lower contribution and began to view 

the guest ministry as part of their own outreach to Spanish-speaking neighbors.   

Host N, predominantly white and English speaking, intentionally welcomed a new 

Spanish-speaking church start, Guest O, into their building.  At the time, they likely did not 

foresee that one day, Guest O’s pastor, originally from the Dominican Republic, would be 

serving as their pastor; preaching in English and occasionally using Spanish phrases.       

Host G, predominantly middle class, observed food supplies missing from the kitchen 

shared by congregations in the facility.  Some members of the Host G’s fellowship committee 

were upset by the situation.  Host G’s leadership discovered one of the guest congregations was 

feeding children who were experiencing poverty in their households.  Working with the guest 

congregation’s leadership, Host G stocked supplies for the guest’s children’s ministry in a 

designated area of the kitchen.  

 Several host congregations encountered a time when the guest congregation was unable 

to make the prescribed financial contribution.  How they responded depended on their mission 

and ministry priorities.  Some hosts discerned a call to go beyond just caring for their own 

members toward care for the guest as a part of their mission.  These congregations, therefore, 

moved closer to Dulles Type 5 (serving the suffering) by financially underwriting guest 

congregations who serve communities who are often experiencing poverty.  One host continues 

to wrestle with a situation where a guest is ministering to an immigrant community but is unable 

to regularly meet its financial obligation.   

Host congregations spoke often about being good stewards of their facilities and 

welcoming the diversity of God’s people into their churches.  By “walking the talk,” even in 
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cases where host and guest have similar membership demographics, all hosts experienced new 

situations in which they were challenged to change and grow. 
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Chapter 5: 

All Congregations Report Change 

What do the data collected for this study indicate about the impact of facility-sharing on 

the participating congregations’ understandings of mission and ministry?  For the congregations 

in this study the answer is that there is an impact on their understandings of mission and 

ministry, although many other things change, too.  While the degree of impact upon the 

congregations’ individual journeys varies, each participating congregation has been changed in 

ways that the respondents readily identify.  They consistently trace these changes to their 

experience of living together with sisters and brothers of a different Christian tradition in the 

same facility.  All hosts and guests in the study are sharing with a congregation that differs in 

denominational, ethnic, racial, social class, and/or age composition.  

Anticipated Changes 

 Some of the changes were anticipated.  All the guest congregations had been renting 

space in another facility, prior to entering an agreement at their current site.  In most cases, the 

congregations intentionally planned to move to another facility for specific reasons, including an 

improved physical plant (safer, more accessible, more available space), a better location (more 

centrally located for members, easily accessed by major transportation routes), a change in 

worship time and other available times to meet at the facility, and/or a better financial agreement.  

For those congregations facing sudden eviction, the main expectation was simply finding a place 

to meet regularly for worship.   

Host congregations commonly cited the following reasons for choosing to welcome 

another congregation into their building: increased income, better use of the facility, enhanced 
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connection with the neighborhood.  In most cases, at least one of the expected benefits was 

realized. 

 Some changes surprised the congregations and are considered beneficial by the 

respondents.  Guest congregations cited new ministry opportunities tied to their new location; the 

facility may have special attributes, such as ample parking or a large lawn on which outdoor 

community events can be held.  The host congregation may invite them to joint worship and 

ministry experiences and/or introduce them to local ministry groups in which the guest 

congregation now participates.  The guest congregation is enabled to make its own connection 

with community groups in which they can serve; for example, working with a local school 

district to support children in need, an opportunity not available before sharing. 

 Host congregations discover new kinds of worship experiences, times when they 

participate with the guest congregation and/or times when the guest congregation joins them.  

Guest congregation members volunteer in the host’s established programs and bring new 

ministries into the host’s facility, sometimes launching new ministries with them. 

 It might be expected, even among congregations that have been sharing for over one 

hundred years, that competition for members would be a cause of jealousy between sharing 

partners—sheep-stealing as it’s known in some circles.  However, no instances of sheep-stealing, 

egregious or not, were mentioned in interviews conducted for this study.  Congregations L 

(UCC) and M (ELCA) now hold one combined worship service, but still respect each other’s 

separate membership rosters.  In some cases, pronounced differences in mission priorities and 

worship styles tend to discourage members transferring from one congregation to another.  

Among similarly oriented congregations, sharing resulted in increased worship opportunities for 

all members.  Several guest and host congregations encourage members to attend the other’s 
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service, especially on the occasions when members are unable to attend their home 

congregation’s service.  Covetousness and resentfulness appear not to be sources of conflict 

among facility-sharing congregations, while competition for worship times and space can be, as 

can ethnic differences. 

 Living in close quarters with other Christians for an extended time provides opportunities 

for relationships to grow between guest and host congregation members.  As members of host 

and guest congregations get to know one another, there are opportunities to learn from each 

other.  Insights are gained in formal meetings during which congregational leaders negotiate or 

revise the terms of the sharing agreement.  Those interviewed often mentioned more impactful 

learning from members of the other congregation while jointly working on an activity or through 

casual interaction, such as serendipitous interaction on Sunday morning.   

Some Welcome and Some Unexpected Changes 

Respondents reported some unexpected changes that are problematic for their 

congregations.  Every congregation has its own way of doing things.  The differences are more 

pronounced among sharing congregations of different ethnic backgrounds, especially among 

those speaking different languages.  There are increased opportunities for misunderstandings in 

translation.  Congregations vary in their interpretation of the specifications of the agreement.  

Some see the schedules and/or the amount of financial contribution as flexible guidelines while 

the other congregation views the arrangement as set in stone.  Some congregations find it 

necessary to revisit their understandings of the agreement in order to resolve unanticipated 

developments.  Some congregations readily embrace adjustments and change their approaches to 

sharing, others demure and struggle to keep their established patterns.  Even in cases where 
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important disagreements have occurred, however, no congregation in the sample considers the 

current arrangement to be totally unacceptable or irredeemable. 

When Mission Is Not Being Fulfilled 

 When a congregation has a clearly identified mission in which it is invested, it can 

observe how much progress the congregation is making toward realizing its ministry goals.  In 

some cases, the current facility-sharing agreement works against the fulfillment of mission.  For 

example, most of Guest F’s members live fifteen miles from where they are currently meeting, 

and many do not have their own means of transportation.  This challenge to fulfilling mission 

may lead Guest F to actively search for a new site closer to its membership and to eventually 

leave the current facility-sharing agreement.    

The Dulles Typology  

The framework provided by the Dulles typology helped respondents to talk about their 

mission and about the changes they were experiencing.  Interviewees who clearly understood 

their congregations’ mission quickly identified the Dulles type or types that best fit them both 

before and after the sharing started.  Other respondents struggled to describe their congregation’s 

mission priorities, and by identifying a Dulles type, they could better articulate the mission 

focus.  In some cases, identifying the current mission orientation led to discussions about how 

their congregations had a different mission focus in the past.  Observing such shifts led to more 

detailed conversation about ways in which facility-sharing has impacted the mission and ministry 

trajectory of the congregation. 

Some congregations reported a move from an internal ministry focus to a broader 

emphasis on serving others outside the congregation, a move from Dulles Type 1 to Dulles Type 
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5.  For guest congregations, contributing factors included new opportunities to serve the 

community at a new location and connecting with a host congregation’s outreach ministries.  For 

host congregations, guest congregations brought different outreach ministries and connections to 

other organizations into the sharing relationship.  Increased presence of serving ministries does 

not guarantee an impact on mission, however.  In some cases little or no movement in the other 

congregation’s mission orientation is reported, even when there was an increase in outreach 

ministry opportunity at the facility.      

Recommendations by the Author for Those Who Are Considering Facility-Sharing – 

Preparing for Facility-Sharing Aligned with Mission and Ministry Goals 

 Perhaps the best preparation for facility-sharing is an honest assessment of the 

congregation’s current mission and ministry.  Does the congregation have mission and vision 

statements?  Are these an accurate reflection of the congregation’s life or are they a far-off goal?  

To what extent is the congregation open to changing current ministries to better serve the stated 

mission?  Is it important for facility-sharing partners to have similar mission and vision?  A 

shared vision may help when conflicts arise because all parties agree on the overall direction for 

ministry in the building.  Are congregational activities and priorities consistent with the goals?  

Are there hidden goals not talked about, such as survival and/or tradition preservation (don’t 

move the painting donated by my great-grandmother)? 

 A congregation may, of course, choose to enter into a facility-sharing agreement with a 

congregation whose mission focus differs radically from its own.  Does the congregation see 

value in being in a facility in which a variety of ministries take place?  Is each congregation 

involved open to ways in which the other’s understanding of mission may impact its own 

mission focus?  Are leaders prepared to prayerfully work through potential changes?  
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What happens when a congregation observes that aspects of a facility-sharing agreement 

are hindering their fulfillment of mission and ministry goals?  Is renegotiation of the agreement 

an option?  If that is not possible, will the congregation seek out another facility and terminate 

the current agreement?  Examples of issues that impact a congregation’s ability to fulfill its 

mission are worship time and location. 

Further Research Needed 

More Precise Study Required of Changes in Facility-Sharing Churches 

 This study focused on facility-sharing in Central Pennsylvania.  What does facility-

sharing look like across the United States?  Christian congregations in Europe have experienced 

drastic declines in membership and worship attendance.  Are congregations sharing facilities 

there and what does that look like? 

 The case studies presented here offer a picture of facility-sharing at one point in time.  

Leaders were asked to reflect upon the history of the arrangement and to share hopes for the 

future.  A panel study would provide details of trends at facility-sharing sites at several points in 

time; one year, five years, ten years into the facility-sharing experience.  Possible questions: 

How have the congregations changed?  Did the congregations survive?  How did congregations 

handle changes in pastoral leadership?  Are there points when the guest or host congregation 

grew larger than the other?  In cases where this occurred, did this bring changes to the sharing 

agreement?  Did shared ministry increase or decrease, and how did that impact the participating 

congregations? 

A pastor and/or lay leader participated in the interviews conducted in this study.  Would 

other members, for example marginal instead of active, respond similarly to the same questions?  
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A further study could also explore how facility-sharing impacts subgroups within a congregation, 

such as youth and those involved with Christian education, music, worship, or fellowship. 

Several congregations reported a shift toward more service orientation.  Is this true in 

other geographic areas?  Why is this change taking place?  Could clergy bias play a part in this 

result? 

Congregations involved in facility-sharing with a congregation of a different ethnicity 

reported conflict.  Further research focused on the implications of ethnic differences in facility-

sharing is warranted. 

Shared ministry seems often to enhance mission fulfillment in the congregations studied.  

In some cases, shared worship and fellowship events also brought congregations closer together.  

However, in other cases, these types of events led to conflict.  Further exploration of shared 

ministries among congregations involved in facility-sharing could provide valuable information 

about recommended activities to support relationships and ways to plan for them. 

Some guest congregations experienced sudden termination of a previous rental agreement 

prior to entering the current facility-sharing agreement.  How does unexpected termination of a 

facility-sharing agreement impact both guest and host congregations?  

These questions may provide more detail about and greater insight into the impact of 

facility-sharing on participating congregations’ mission and mission journeys.   

A Different Approach to Helping Respondents Talk about Goals and Mission  

In this study, participants were asked to describe the congregation’s mission in terms of 

Avery Dulles’ Models of the Church.  Respondents might be asked to reflect on their experience 

using a different theological framework, for example, one based on Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s Life 

Together.  In Chapter 1, he makes a case for the importance of living in community with other 
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Christians and is honest about the challenges involved in that pursuit.  Members of congregations 

can be invited to name the blessings and struggles of sharing a facility.  Chapters 2 and 3 are 

titled, “The Day with Others” and the “Day Alone,” respectively.  Interviewees can share about 

shared activities and those ministries which belong solely to the individual congregations.  Under 

the topic of “Ministry,” chapter 4, interviewees could reflect on the impact of facility sharing 

upon the overall ministry of the congregation and the totality of ministry taking place in the 

facility.  The final chapter, “Confession and Communion,” is an examination of how 

disagreements are handled among the congregations involved in facility-sharing and the impact 

that shared times of prayer and worship have on conflict resolution. 

Alternatively, respondents might be asked to comment on facility-sharing by using major 

theological schools, e.g., traditional mainline, liberation, spirituality-oriented, evangelical, 

liturgical, etc. They might be asked to use various social scientific scales for measuring 

acceptability of differences, social exclusion, reciprocity, perception of safety, social cohesion, 

and perceived threats to cohesion, etc. Such scales exist in the current social scientific literature.  

Further research using such measures would shed light on the probability of sharing 

congregations finding some sort of mutually beneficial common ground and shared mission. 

Facility-Sharing Brings Change, But Does Not Ensure Survival 

 Facility-sharing brings at least some elements of death, at least an end to business as 

usual.  Congregations may be pushed to reconsider ethnic biases, which can be an uncomfortable 

experience.   Participants may or may or may not embrace the opportunity to learn and grow in 

this situation.  In some cases, the changes pave the way for a revitalization of ministry which 

translates into increased membership and long-term viability.  In other cases, host and guest 

congregations may accept and plan for closure.  For host congregations, this may be made all the 
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more gracious, because a growing guest congregation might take over building ownership.  If a 

guest is unable to take full responsibility for the facility, they may assist the host with the 

burdens of preparing the building for a new owner.  Likewise, host congregations can assist 

struggling guest congregations by providing ample space and time during which the guest does 

not need to provide a financial contribution. 

 Increased ministry in a facility may lead to sufficient revenue to maintain the building 

and property long-term—or it may not.  Sharing does not guarantee sustainability.  Pride of place 

and sense of security may or may not be restored to hosts.  Either way, the impact of life together 

with Christians in other traditions and increased connection and serving in the community can 

bear lasting fruit in individual lives of discipleship.  The facility-sharing experience has the 

potential to equip Christians to serve in meaningful ways in future congregations they may join.   

 If I were able to place something on the bulletin boards in churches considering sharing, 

it would read: “Notice to churches: sharing a facility will change what you are and what you are 

about in the world!  It changes how you see yourself, both individually and as a congregation, 

and how others see you.” 
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Appendix: 

Interview Questions 

As interviewees respond to the questions, I may ask follow-up questions for clarification. 

1. Remember the time when you began to consider sharing space with another 

congregation. 

a. How did your congregation’s understanding of mission and ministry at that 

time affect the process of deciding to enter into a sharing agreement?  

b. Tell me about ways in which the congregation’s understanding of Christian 

faith and practice made it 1) easier or 2) more challenging to enter into a 

facility-sharing arrangement? 

c. Describe the decision-making process of entering into the agreement.   

d. What hopes or positive outcomes did you and/or members of the congregation 

envision for the facility-sharing experience? 

2. Regarding the current practice of facility-sharing: 

a. Tell me about the use of space in the building. 

1) Are there areas utilized primarily by one congregation? What activities 

(worship, Christian education, pastoral care, meetings, meals) take place 

in these areas? 

2) Are there areas utilized by two or more congregations? What activities 

(worship, Christian education, pastoral care, meetings, meals) take place 

in these areas? 
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3) Are congregations able to change, temporarily or permanently, the layout 

of the space(s) utilized?  

4) How is the designation of utilized spaces and/or changing the layout of a 

space negotiated among the congregations?  How do the congregations’ 

understandings of mission and ministry (faith and practice) impact these 

decisions?  

b. Tell me about activities (worship, Christian education, pastoral care, meetings, 

meals) shared by congregations in the facility.   

c. How has the congregation’s understanding of mission and ministry been 

impacted by these joint activities? 

d. How important would you say that facility-sharing is to your congregation’s 

identity? (Of central importance or an arrangement of mutual convenience 

[source of income, provides needed space]?) 

e. Looking at the following descriptions of how congregations might describe 

themselves (written information will be provided to the interviewee), which of 

these sounds most like what members of your congregation would say about 

themselves?  Which seems least like what members would say? 

1) We uphold important traditions. Stability and order are good things.  

The church is God’s community on earth for salvation. 

2) The Spirit creates in creates in us a mystical presence.  Church is 

where we walk with God in prayer. 

3) Church is where we celebrate the connection between the human and 

the divine.  Our church is a holy place. 
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4) Our church is about proclaiming the Good News.  We are being 

faithful when we tell people about Jesus. 

5) God wants us to serve those who suffer.  We are called to feed the 

hungry, heal the sick, clothe the naked, and advocate on their behalf. 

3. Examining recent events: 

a. What have you heard members say about why they currently attend your 

congregation?  What do people say about attending the congregation with whom 

you share the facility? 

b. Looking over the past year, what would you say were the most significant or 

meaningful events which took place in your congregation? 

1) How did these events reflect your congregation’s understanding of 

mission and ministry?  

2) In what ways, if any, did the congregation with whom you share the 

facility contribute to these events? 

c. How has the congregation’s overall understanding of mission and ministry been 

impacted by facility-sharing? 

d. What, if anything, might you do differently if you were just starting the sharing 

arrangement? 

4. Looking to the future: 

a. How do you see your congregation five years from now?  Ten years? 

b. How would you say sharing the facility has impacted your congregation’s vision 

of the future? 
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c. How do you think sharing the facility has made this vision more or less likely to 

become a future reality?   

d. What might cause your congregation to modify or terminate the current sharing 

agreement(s)? 

5. Details about the congregation: 

a. What is the average worship attendance? 

b. What is the age range of those attending? 

c. How would you describe the socioeconomic status of members of the 

congregation? 

d. How would you describe the racial/ethnic background of the members of the 

congregation? 

e. What languages are spoken in the congregation?  In what language does the 

congregation worship? 

f. Do people commute more than five miles to come to the church? 

g. What is the denominational affiliation, if any? 

h. When was the congregation founded? 

i. When did the current facility-sharing arrangements begin? 

6. Follow-up Information: 

a. May I contact you again for clarifications or follow-up questions?  If yes, confirm 

contact information. 

b. Are there other knowledgeable members of the congregation whom I could 

interview?  Would you be open to helping me connect with them?
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